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ABSTRACT
Service-learning is a hybrid curriculum that puts students in direct contact with the needs
of a community around them. Taking an experiential approach to learning, service-learning
provides an outlet for students to take their education from within the classroom and apply it to a
real-world setting. When developed successfully, service-learning challenges students to use the
knowledge and skills they gained as a tool in tackling real world civic and social issues. To be
successful, these programs must have a component that requires students to actively participate
in community partnerships. Effective service-learning acts as a bridge between university and
community—giving students an opportunity to grow and develop in their civic positionalities,
and offering communities external support and resources they can use to move themselves
forward. This relationship sounds picturesque, but the practice is far from perfect. Research
demonstrates that certain examples of service-learning curriculum ignore the community
perspective or lack the opportunity for students to become actively involved. These issues often
result in negligible impact, passive participation, and stunted civic development. To combat
these deficiencies, then, universities should adhere to an accountability framework. One way to
do this is by conducting comparative analyses of existing pedagogy. By conducting a critical
comparative analysis of existing service-learning research and localized service-learning
pedagogies/student experience, this thesis asks what happens when you put the student
experience into conversation with the pedagogical research. What can this kind of dialogue
reveal about the pedagogies that the research advocates for? How do these different pedagogies
spark the potential for students and community partners to thrive in a service-learning
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environment? How do they limit them? Asking these questions will demonstrate how to maintain
that service-learning practices, regardless of university differences, follow examples of effective
service-learning that’s established by existing literature.
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CHAPTER 1 – THE NEED FOR WARMTH
INTRODUCTION
Universities serve as public spheres where students go to learn more about the world
around them. On their educational path towards adulthood, students can develop their civic
identities and learn how to become engaged with the communities around them. At a higher
level, they begin to understand the realities of the civic world and the way things work. Because
of this, many universities champion service-learning or civic participation because of what it
purports to do for the student: increasing civic awareness and providing for ways to enter larger
civic conversations. Around the latter half of the 1990s, the idea of “service-learning” emerged
and quickly bonded itself with the idea of “civic engagement,” merging to become an academic
movement (Saltmarsh and Zlotkowski 1). Resultantly, many colleges and universities have
started to advocate for the scholarship of engagement. More and more of them mention the
themes of civic awareness, engagement in the community, and service in the academy in their
mission statements and campus philosophies. While this increase has been a positive one, not
everything is picture perfect. The scholarship of engagement may have shifted from the
periphery, but many argue it remains shallow (2).
In her work, Caryn M. Musil points out that oftentimes, “responsibility for orchestrating
[these] events [and opportunities] is usually assigned to student affairs, or to students
themselves” (par. 4). Students will sometimes join clubs and organizations. Others can try to join
infrequent marches. Other students opt to find ways to volunteer. Even further, students can find
phone apps that call their congresspeople for them, and find buttons or stickers to wear. There
1

even exist booths for students to ensure they are registered to vote. While these are all valiant
efforts, it is not always enough. Some of these options can even facilitate a passive attitude
towards engagement. And, there is often no follow through or larger application.
Service-learning, then, was meant as a way for students to take the interests and desires
that prompt them to participate in the ways mentioned above and direct them toward more
impactful outlets and opportunities. According to James Dubinsky’s work, service-learning is
really meant to be a reciprocal bridge between service and learning—not one or the other (272).
Unfortunately, due to the nature of how curriculum is constructed, service-learning can suffer
from a hyper focused orientation toward the students’ education. This, however, tends to lead to
a neglect of the specific needs in the community, and ignores a significant part of what servicelearning is designed to do.
In fact, there is growing concern that the academic movement has stalled to a standstill
over the last few years. Specifically, the academic approach especially has become complacent.
Part of this problem stems from the lack of response to shifting ideas toward civic engagement
and participation in the communities. While the service-learning movement has been successful
in challenging, teaching, learning, and discussing these ideas, it has not been as successful in
CHANGING the issues (Saltmarsh and Zlotkowski 2). We have continued to see an influx of
interest toward being civically engaged in active ways—particularly in younger generations.
Unfortunately, because of this academic stall, there has not been enough attention or resources
devoted to guiding these interests, especially in the academy.
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Part of this problem, or larger disconnect, stems from the fact that the language we use to
describe social themes—like civic engagement, social change, and service—is misunderstood
because it is lofty and vague. It is nebulous. The language is not always grounded in concrete
terms, practices, or discourses. Because of this, it is often not sustainable, reciprocal, or
meaningful. This disconnect is what Ellen Cushman argues allows us to stay isolated in our
academic “ivory towers.” It is in these towers that we may talk about these themes, but not
actually accomplish anything meaningful. The language and discourse surrounding these themes
often creates an open-ended free-for-all. As Cushman argues in her work “The Rhetorician as an
Agent of Social Change,” this effectively “leads us to believe we’re all after the same ends:
having ‘social impact,’ creating a more ‘just society,’ encouraging resistance,’” expressing
allyship, etc. etc. (22-23). If you apply this reality to student/academic opportunities (like the
ones mentioned above) we begin to see how the free-for-all allows civic engagement, and
service-learning, to be practiced and defined subjectively.
To further elucidate the problem of subjective engagement, we can examine Musil’s
work on civic learning and engagement, where she discusses different phases of citizenship.
While students can occupy any of the six different levels of citizenship, four out of the six lack
“civic and societal knowledge” that is necessary to “apply...to solve complex social problems”
(Musil par. 10). Realistically, most students will approach engagement then from either an
“exclusionary or disengaged citizenship...an oblivious or ‘drive-by’ service experience...a naive
or civic amnesia...or a charitable level motivated by altruism” (pars. 11-14). Because the
curriculum is so individualized to the learner, and the language is so conflated and abstract, it
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lacks a framework that is necessary to move students toward Musil’s two higher tiers of
citizenship and engagement. We can see in work like “Making Meaning of Student Activism:
Student Activist and Administrator Perspectives,” that there are clear ramifications and
consequences for not having concrete definitions or programs to ground service learning in a
critical framework. These “nebulous words like engagement and excellence take the place of the
substantive, institutional culture-change often necessary to truly recenter marginalized
populations” and impact larger civic issues (Harrison and Mather 121).
While the vast array/types of approaches that universities, instructors, and the curriculum
can take are good—because in theory it prevents the curriculum from being too standardized and
thus inflexible to the circumstances of the community—it is so lofty and abstract that nothing
meaningful gets done. Our nebulous definitions take the place of any substantive action that is
necessary to change the systems. Our engagement and participation are not always grounded in
tangibility. Here, tangibility should be taken to mean something that is active or quantifiable,
something that enacts meaningful—or rather, impactful—change. Just simply talking about
problems and deficiencies without applying or acting on them—which service-learning programs
will sometimes do—does absolutely nothing to challenge the systematic institutions where the
deficiencies come from.
Many students come into college bringing with them a spark for education—for service.
They ask to know more about civic processes so that they might become more civically aware.
They seek to fan the flames from their educational experiences/curriculum and apply their
learning in active ways. Accordingly, the goal of service-learning pedagogies must continue to
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shift and grow, so that it encompasses not just the student, but the community. The learning
component must keep the student warm. The action component must keep the community warm.
The argument has never been that having these civic conversations, discussions, or teachings are
without merit. Nor is the argument that all service-learning is essentially ineffective. Some
service-learning programs are, in fact, quite successful. But, it cannot be enough for some
programs to be successful. We need most, if not all, programs to ignite the spark, and keep us
warm.
As expressed by Nicholas Fox’s work, for example, the curriculum needs to not only
introduce the students to these social themes but be challenging students to step outside and
apply their knowledge as a tool. Students cannot enter merely by watching or talking. They must
be “doing.” To impact the institutions that produce inequalities, we must change academic
programs into something that is actively reciprocal. When we only focus on student objectives,
and define them with lofty discourse and conflated definitions, we don't facilitate tangible
participation. Part of the solution, then, requires us to address the fact we have work to do, and
then be willing to examine the specifics of our own service-learning practices. This part has been
done. I have seen and read how sometimes there are not enough resources, understanding, or
appreciation to facilitate what powerful effects service-learning can accomplish. As a Writing
and Rhetoric major at the University of Central Florida (UCF), I have a unique opportunity to
examine the Department of Writing and Rhetoric’s (DWR) service-learning curriculum from the
student perspective. Service-learning is something that takes strategic planning, time, and work.
UCF’s DWR must continue their efforts of developing sustainable curriculum that focuses on the
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needs of a community in a way that also benefits the civic facilitation of the student. The
curriculum should continue to evolve from researched criteria to ensure that UCF students are
entering into conversations and communities as active participants—not just observers or
charitable service workers. It is important to evaluate that the curriculum is grounded in
researched frameworks, to avoid the ill effects of remaining in lofty discourse and academic
distance. Testing for a network of reciprocity will help to ensure that the practices do not become
so inflexible that they can’t adapt to the circumstances. With these comparisons and evaluations,
we can assess whether our service-learning practices are actually following through with what
we say it will do.
Ultimately, part of what I advocate for is the need for a framework of analysis to keep
these service learning endeavors in check. We must find a way to hold ourselves objectively
accountable, even if service-learning looks different across universities and communities. By
conducting a critical comparative analysis of existing service-learning research and localized
service-learning pedagogies/student experience, this thesis asks what happens when you put the
student experience into conversation with the pedagogical research. What can this kind of
dialogue reveal about the pedagogies that the research advocates for? How do these different
pedagogies spark the potential for students and community partners to thrive in a servicelearning environment? How do they limit them?
METHODS AND METHODOLOGY
What follows below is the research processes I adhered to while examining both the
existing research of service-learning and localized service-learning pedagogies of UCF DWR:
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First, in order to provide a foundational basis, I began with an examination of the already
existing scholarship concerning service-learning. By examining the literature, I was able to draw
from scholars and researchers who have previous experience with service-learning practices. In
order to select the appropriate literature, I used a combination of common social themes and
keywords such as: civic, citizenship, engagement, service, learning, participation, community,
activism; and phrases like: civic engagement, civil learning, service-learning, service pedagogies,
engagement scholarship. This is by no means an exhaustive list, but it served as a starting point
to uncover the already existing literature surrounding service-learning.
These keywords took me to relevant works, articles, journals, and books. Some examples
of these works are rhetorical journals like Reflections which focuses on service-learning, and
scholastic books like Writing Programs as Community Engagement which provides commentary
on relevant themes, theories, and topics related to civic engagement and service-learning. This
data gathering helped to establish the overarching conversation around civic engagement and
service-learning pedagogies and practices. It also revealed the relevant topics and issues to look
to when comparing localized pedagogies against an archetypal example of service learning. This
was further solidified by coding the literature review to identify recurring words, phrases,
aspects, and features of service-learning programs.
The primary research on service-learning pedagogies I conducted serve as the academic
data I used when developing an “archetypal” example of service-learning that was built from a
review of the literature. For primary research, part of what I examined was clarifying information
about practices and curriculum development that comes from speaking to individuals with
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experience in the service-learning process. These individuals included: program coordinators,
course instructors, curriculum committee members, and community partner representatives.
Conducting these interviews gave me the chance to learn the history of these service-learning
programs and the larger decision-making processes. I then compared these choices with the
choices others made in the scholarship of service-learning research and experiences. It is
important to note I gave special focus to courses that either championed civic engagement or
included a service-learning component. For the purposes of my data collection, I supplemented
these interviews with both personal service-learning experience, and a comparative analysis of
external academic materials such as: service-learning criteria, learning outcomes, course
descriptions, syllabi, assigned readings, service projects, and other applicable assignments.
In order to understand the data I examined, I codified the terminologies, phrasings, key
words, and language I collected from academic and curricular materials into a worksheet I
created (Appendix A). This worksheet breaks down the “archetypal” example of a servicelearning component into five common principles. Through this process, I considered what
specific language was used to structure the design and content of the service-learning curriculum.
I was able to determine whether the terminologies lined up; what theories were meant to present
themselves throughout the course; how the language and practices were deployed and/or
conflated; how the language compared to what actually occurs; and to what extent the courses
were shaped by those buzzwords; etc.
From my own personal experiences as a case study, I also considered: the impacts of
those service-learning practices; how they were received by community partners; how they were
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received by students and those situated in the classroom; what implications the curriculum
promised; whether it delivered on those promises; why or why not; etc.
Using these kinds of guiding questions gave me the ability to construct a comparative
framework analysis to assess our language against our action—whether we “walked the walk.”
This is where Charles Bazerman’s theories of “Speech Hierarchies” came into play. Bazerman’s
work, which builds off of J. Austin’s larger theories on “Speech Acts,” is summarized briefly:
Bazerman first begins discussing this idea of “social facts” which “consists of social
actions being accomplished through language or speech acts” (311). Within these speech acts,
there are three levels: the locutionary act—which is what is being said literally; the illocutionary
act—which is what you intended the “hearer” to recognize; and the perlocutionary act—which is
the actual effect (314-315). These acts can be seen and pulled from texts and visuals across
disciplines. Through these acts we can determine social actions and develop a “typification” of
recurring rhetorical themes and how they affect the “meaning” of the circumstances at hand.
These social acts bear on how we understand and define social matters.
In building upon Bazerman’s work, I considered these “acts” while I established a way to
“check” the different levels of action that are present in service-learning pedagogies and
engagement scholarship. Because, as Musil has shown us, there tends to be an identifiable
engagement hierarchy in service-learning, I applied Bazerman’s theory to analyze the specific
“acts” of DWR’s service-learning. For the purposes of this analysis, I understand a “locutionary
act” to be any specific language, phrasing, description, or criteria that described service-learning.
These “locutionary acts” were then organized into a worksheet that categorized the intended
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effects or goals of service-learning. These categories came from common service-learning tenets
set forth by the existing literature. I understand the intended effects of service-learning to serve
as the “illocutionary act.” Finally, I compared the “illocutionary acts” with the “perlocutionary
acts,” which I understand to be what the service-learning practices or pedagogy actually
accomplished for the parties involved, represented through personal student experiences, and
supporting interviews. Figure 1 illustrates the process of these interactions between the collected
“service acts.”

Figure 1: The Service Hierarchy Research Process
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This process offered me a way to “check” specific data I collected about service-learning
practices and measure it against the archetypal service-learning example. In my comparative
analysis, I was able to infer why a particular component or piece was successful, or why
something was lost in the transfer or translation from academy to community. This framework
provided me with a way to identify the successes, deficiencies, or discrepancies. Resultingly, this
allowed me a chance to demonstrate how one might critically examine the specific language,
criteria, and practices of their own service-learning curriculum. In a larger application, this kind
of analysis could later be more widely used to theorize the cause for any problems in servicelearning programming, and better pinpoint where specific issues may lie. In turn, this can equip
those involved with the service-learning curriculum process to know how to address potential or
reported deficiencies. They can then continue to champion effective service-learning scholarship
which helps to ignite tangible “sparks” of civic engagement, and lead to a more sustainably
impactful change.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Understanding Civic Engagement:
Before we begin, it is important to note that the current literature suggests that civic
engagement is not currently defined by a “single, widely-agreed upon [term or] meaning” (Adler
and Goggins 237). In fact, it has become increasingly apparent there is a lack of agreement as to
what “civic engagement” actually stands for. As it stands, civic engagement is often used as an
umbrella term to describe many different kinds of activities and civic processes. There are
definitions which situate engagement in a specific realm or type of civic activity, and there are
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other definitions which define civic engagement as something broader and more “inclusive.” As
Adler and Goggins explain in their work, realistically “civic engagement is defined [by the]
perspectives and interests of the definer” (237).
Still, in an effort to try and understand what “civic engagement” purports to be, we can
try breaking it down rhetorically into two (obvious) key words: “civic” and “engagement.” First:
“civic.” In “Rhetorical Engagement in the Cultural Economies of Cities,” John M. Ackerman
asserts that inherently, the word “civic” harkens back to a time when ancient rhetorical practices
“once had [claim] over public life..., located physically and symbolically in the public space…”
(76). Presently, these “civic” practices serve as an index for our collective “cultural investment in
[societal] discourse, rule[s] of law and logic,…and a political style that features open debate,
oratory, agreement, and tolerance” (76). Second, our “engagement.” These cultural investments,
resulting from our words and actions, make up our “engagement” within a community. The
rhetorical dialogues and shared conversations begin to occupy “a role for shared public
deliberation” (76). As we interact with others—and different communities—our practices
culminate into a deliberative action.
Together, the term “civic engagement” can be used to describe the shared rhetorical
investments we make in our public lives through our words, actions, and practices. It can
represent a cultural engagement within social discourses and civic practices, effectively gesturing
to what Ackerman refers to as "an endemic nature of rhetorical practice[s] in the world [where]
citizens engage with one another through words and actions to rewrite the terrain of public life”
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(76). From a public standpoint, then, civic engagement can affect political power relations, hold
social ramifications, and influence economic developments.
In “Educating for Citizenship,” Caryn M. Musil takes our understanding of civic
engagement even further by situating it in terms of “civic learning” and citizenship. Our
citizenship is partly defined by the types of civic learning that result from the myriad kinds of
civic engagement (par. 10). Musil identifies six different expressions, or faces, of citizenship:
exclusionary, oblivious, naive, charitable, reciprocal, and generative. Each one represents a
different phase of citizenry, “reflect[ing] different definitions of community, value, and
knowledge” (par. 10). However, not all engagement is considered equal or desirable. In fact, of
Musil’s six phases of citizenry, only two build upon a tenet of “civic engagement:” reciprocal
and generative. The other phases are characterized by themes of disengagement, detachment, and
even a “civic amnesia” (pars. 11-13). By delineating these different types of citizenship, Musil
effectively reveals an underlying “engagement hierarchy” that an individual might move
through. This hierarchy is especially useful for examining to what extent each level accomplishes
certain civic processes.
Our participation as a public in these levels of citizenship also affect our civic
engagement overall. To assess these kinds of rhetorical dialogues, there are communicative
norms, or criteria we can look to, defined by Gerald Hausser. Drawing upon his work, Marie
Lund Kluieff asserts that “one criterion concerns activity, or, more precisely, engagement” (n.p.).
Hausser notes that mass societies typically treat audiences as passive; they are asked [merely] to
purchase and applaud. Publics, on the other hand, are “presumed to have...a potential to become
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active. They are instead asked their opinions” (n.p.). It is in these “askings” we see rhetorical
dialogue emerge. Resultantly, Hausser introduces a model that defines the “public as members of
society who hold different opinions about a mutual problem and who seek to influence its
resolution through discourse” (n.p.). In this way, Hausser advocates we treat the public as an
activity in and of itself. By extension, this asserts that personal engagement becomes a defining
feature of these discourses. Activity, or engagement, then becomes a core feature of a rhetorical
framework (like the process of civic engagement).
Civic Engagement—Existing Resources and Practices:
The question becomes “what sort of resources are available to support the ‘engaging’ part
of civic engagement?” Part of the answer lies in the “rhetorically centered approach in terms of
critical practices that support inquiry and deliberation” (Higgins, Long, and Flowers 169). This
refers to the types of things that Lorraine Higgins, Elenore Long, and Linda Flowers propose
community literacy can do. They define community literacy as “a new kind of rhetorical activity
encompassing a unique set of goals, literate practices, resources, and relationships” (167). It
refers to a “family of social practices that draw their strength from different theoretical
frameworks—from progressive pedagogy, to community organizing, to discourse analysis,
cultural critique, and theories of organizational change” (168). These social practices result in the
creation of rhetorically grounded communities which allow for “unique space[s] where partners
can inquire and deliberate about problems, working toward both personal and public change”
(168). Their “four-part model for community-centered personal and public inquiry” facilitates
opportunities for civic engagement. These practices—"assessing the rhetorical situation, creating
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a ‘local public’, developing rhetorical capabilities, and supporting transformation through the
circulation of texts and practices,”—provide a way for individuals to engage with social
discourses and civic practices.
These rhetorical communities exist in a number of spheres, but the literature suggests that
a large portion of them find themselves situated in the academy. In fact, according to The
Association of American Colleges and Universities, “civic engagement has become an essential
learning goal throughout higher education” (Ackerman 78). Further, Ackerman reveals that
“engagement” scholarship is now “ubiquitous in public and private schools, colleges, and
universities, growing exponentially through the 1990s and into the twenty-first century" (78).
This has a number of ramifications for the way civic engagement is addressed in the university.
In theory, the “scholarship of engagement...is woven into the fabric of campus life...with ties to
experiential and service-learning, to Campus Compact, and to outreach programs offering
service, colleges, and undergraduate research opportunities” (78).
With civic concerns “achiev[ing] new visibility alongside the traditional academic
mission of higher education,” Caryn M. Musil reveals that it is “difficult to find a college campus
that does not tout a coordinating center for community service, service-learning courses, or
research centers devoted to distinctly civic issues” (par. 1). Our increased desire to participate
and engage in the “civic and civil society both locally and globally,” have led many to “turn to
the academy for remedies” (par. 2). In the academy, portions of community engagement are
handled “largely out of sight through formal institutional representatives” (par. 4). There also
exist structures for community-based learning geared toward the interest of the student. These
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might range from “orientation programs, to student clubs, to campus-based religious groups, or
to volunteer community centers on campus” (par. 4). In many cases, the academy has also seen a
development of “engagement curriculum.”
Defining and Explaining Service-Learning Practices:
Service-learning is one such example of the academic “engagement curriculum.” As it is
defined by Brock Haussamen, service-learning refers to “the use of voluntary community service
as an integral part of an academic course” (414). It is a new kind of experiential education where
“students apply their skills and knowledge to help people, and in the classroom, they reflect on
the people, social agencies, communities, and on the nature of service” (414). Although the
approach to service-learning has varied across universities, it has taken root in education since
the 1980s. Fundamentally, service-learning is a “pedagogy...that addresses not only the issue of
how best to learn, but also the question of the best purposes of learning” (414).
Thomas Dean warns us that service learning is not to be confused with “volunteerism or
community service; nor is it an academic internship or field placement” (97). Instead, Dean
clarifies that at its core, service-learning focuses on “a dialectic between community outreach
and academic inquiry” (98). Various forms of service-learning have existed for decades
including “experiential learning, fieldwork, literacy outreach, action research, and certain kinds
of critical pedagogy” (101). Most service-learning curricula, and projects like it, “involve
significant writing components...advance teaching values—student centered learning,
collaborative inquiry, [and] critical reflection” (100). Circling back to Haussaman’s work,
“typically, service learning can be organized in two basic ways in any course...it can be an
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optional project, or it can be required or strongly recommended for all students” (Haussaman
415). Returning to Dean, he continues to describe that “some courses look like standard
composition courses with a service-learning add-on...some foreground critical pedagogy and
cultural critique...some gather a mixed bag of service-learning strategies into one course…[and]
some are comprehensive literacy projects or cross-disciplinary efforts rather than ‘revamped’
courses” (Dean 107).
Taking it one step further, Thomas Dean also argues that service-learning is more than
just “an innovative teaching technique.” This is due partly to the discourse of rhetoric and
composition studies which have “adopted a broadly defined social perspective on writing” (102).
The discipline, especially as it relates to these new service-learning developments, has evolved
from “an exclusive academic discourse to the study of both academic and nonacademic
contexts...and from gatekeeping at the university to facilitating the advancement of all students”
(102). In service-learning, students will “read and analyze culture and ideology...[and] learn
habits of cultural critique and critical reading…” (102). Different instructors will approach the
pedagogy of service-learning in different ways, but many ask their students to not only partake in
“what [Paulo] Freire calls ‘reading the word and the world’...but also writ[ing] purpose driven
documents for audiences beyond the classroom” (103).
Given all that service-learning can accomplish, if done effectively and successfully, there
is no question why scholars like Dean, Musil, and many others have seen an increase in servicelearning scholarship. According to research conducted by Edward Metz, Jeffrey McLellan, and
James Youniss, service participation increases a concern for social issues, future unconventional
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civic intentions, and future intended service. When given the platforms that put students in
“direct contact with people in need, or with issues of inequality and injustice," service-learning
can significantly impact their civic development (190). Debra Cornelius suggests in her work
that “designing assignments [and courses] that allow students to make connections between
personal troubles and public issues are better than other assignments [which do not put students
in the midst of service]” (Cornelius 193). When done successfully, service-learning components
in the curriculum can show how actual movements fit into theories of social change, make social
movements easier to internalize, and provide students with the ability to learn more structural
logistics and places of entry, which puts them at a greater disposition to get involved in
meaningful ways. Dean summarizes it rather succinctly when he identifies that the goal for these
kinds of curriculum is to achieve a balance of “abstract critical interpretation and active
intervention in the cultural context we inhabit” (Dean 103).
Problems in the Academy—Deficiencies with the Current Curriculum:
While there is an ever-growing cluster of studies and research showing success in the
service-learning curriculum, there are also just as many “reports showing negligible or negative
effects” (Farahmandpour and Shodjaee-Zrudlo 48). These findings are thus inconsistent partly
because there is such a diverse “range in purpose and practice of service-learning...amounting to
a lack of consistent evidence” (48). It is also because, as John Saltmarsh and Edward Zlotkowski
poignantly uncover in their work, in reality “the fact that so many schools claim to offer servicelearning courses says nothing about either the quality of the civic learning experience or the
value of such courses to the community” (2). There are studies which report “negligible impact
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on the students in the curriculum and [how service-learning programs will] often completely
ignore community perspectives” (Farahmandpour and Shodjaee-Zrudlo 48). Ideally, servicelearning programs would “prompt students to question the passive model of studenthood, calling
attention to the way we participate, in the course of our everyday activities, and in the
construction of knowledge” (Bacon 449). In reality though, occasionally “service-learning does
not work well for a student…[and]some students do not become engaged” (Haussamen 419).
This is not to say that service-learning has not proved its worth in the academies, but the
literature does reveal that service-learning still has “serious work to do” (Musil par. 6).
Part of the deficiencies of service-learning lies in a theme Ellen Cushman describes in her
work “Rhetoricians as an Agent of Social Change.” She reveals that oftentimes there is a lack of
direct connection between academia and service. In her work, Cushman explains how “many
universities sit in isolated relation to the communities in which they’re located” (8). This
distance seems to be “a primary factor in prohibiting scholars from approaching people outside
the university” (10). While Cushman is not “disabl[ing] scholarly work…” she echoes [Paulo]
Freire who maintains that when “theorizing about the oppressed, we must do authentic thinking,
thinking that is concerned about reality, does not take place in ivory tower isolation” (11).
According to Cushman, when we fail to consider the perspectives of the people outside of the
academy, we overlook valuable contributions...risk[ing] reproducing the hegemonic barriers
separating the community form the university” (23-24).
By extension, we see similar problems with isolated service-learning programs.
According to a research study conducted by Bree Picower, general service-learning curriculum is
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great in theory, but it misses the mark. Picower explains rather succinctly that “focusing solely
on teaching social issues in class alone cannot impact the existing power structure...The ultimate
goal of social justice education [and service-learning practices] is to allow students to apply
academic knowledge and skills to work toward changing social inequality” (910). While
curricular content can raise students’ awareness about inequality, which is what class discussions
do, “without larger forays into activism, these courses are not creating change around the issues
they express concern over” (911). This echoes what Nicholas Fox finds in his own work.
According to Fox, author of “Teaching (is not) Activism”, the avid discussions where students
began to “tackle assumptions, dismantle ideas of privilege, [and] even critique capitalism...end
up at the bottom of backpacks, forgotten like last week’s homework” (15). All too often the
assigned projects “are merely participatory in their orientation and fail to address underlying
social issues…[and w]hen service-learning is not sustained or paired with appropriate pedagogy,
it can reinforce rather than transform stereotypes and hegemonic power structure.” (Burger and
Jackson 54). It is critical, then, that the curriculum offers students avenues and opportunities
where they can apply these teachings and discussions into active service participation.
It is also important to be aware, that “if the focus of service-learning programs leans in
the direction of the individual learner—which naturally happens within a broader institutional
environment characterized by liberal individualism—then the benefits accrued by the community
may be compromised and even the extent to which the individual develops can be limited”
(Farahmandpour and Shodjaee-Zrudlo 48). Because of this, the field of service-learning is often
“critiqued for largely ignoring the impact of service programs on communities and the ways in
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which this aspect might influence the implementation of such programs” (48). There seems to be
marginal or no emphasis on the potential long-term impacts on the broader community, and the
community’s perspective in the development of projects is commonly neglected.” This reality is
further revealed through P. Mathieu’s work, in dealing with the institutionalization of servicelearning. She concedes that while institutionalized service learning can claim “measurable
successes...it is risky and not necessarily beneficial” (280). In fact, the “very advantages of
institutionalized service-learning “creates a generic set of needs and priorities that make it
difficult to respond to communities’ needs and ideas” (280-281).
Accordingly, we must take care to recognize and address these deficiencies in order to
better structure service-learning curriculum in service-learning programs and practices. In an
attempt to establish a baseline of current service-learning practices, Chapter 2 will be an
examination of localized “service acts” at the University of Central Florida and it’s Department
of Writing and Rhetoric. From this examination I will be able to determine whether our personal
service-learning practices match up with the archetypal example asserted through the existing
research.
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CHAPTER 2 – STRIKE THE MATCH
INTRODUCTION
Before I had any experience with service-learning curriculum, I assumed the best way to
learn about service, and social change, was to engage in discussions about it in the classroom.
These in-class conversations had value because they exposed me to relevant topics regarding
civic engagement and social change. The curriculum was a good starting point, but it wasn’t
enough by itself. In those moments, I knew there was more I could be doing, but I was limited by
my perceptions of what “impact” and “social change” could be. I considered tangible impact to
be something that didn’t happen without revolutionary movements of service. I had a genuine
desire to see change occur, but I didn’t know what to do about it, because I didn’t see how my
education could transfer beyond the classroom. This is what ultimately prompted me to enroll in
the course “Writing for Social Change,” and what launched my service-learning career. Because
of those experiences, and common service-learning research, I now know the most effective
work is done when the pedagogy activates students by demonstrating how the act of
interpretation can be joined with material action, and by allowing students to apply academic
knowledge and skills to work toward changing social inequality (Fox; Picower).
In this chapter, I offer a critical analysis of the specific language and criteria that was
used to structure the service-learning programming and curriculum of the University and the
Department of Writing and Rhetoric (DWR)—including the language and descriptions of the
Office of Experiential Learning (OEL) service-learning criteria, DWR threshold concepts and
course descriptions/learning outcomes, and specific assignments and syllabi—among other
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academic deliverables. As a DWR student, it is important to me to be sure that our servicelearning practices line up with what the research says service-learning ought to be
accomplishing. By analyzing our criteria, we can better understand how specific language is used
to structure our programs. Based on the results from the work I conducted, coupled with my own
experiences as a service-learning student, the DWR implements a number of strategies to sustain
their service-learning practices. This shows a deliberate effort to adhere to the existing servicelearning research, in order to ensure they are putting forth the best curricula for their students.
Still, it’s worth taking a moment to critically analyze our existing practices to ensure the
quality/status of our service-learning curriculum.
INSTITUTIONAL HISTORY
In speaking with one of the founding faculty members of the program, Dr. Blake Scott, I
learned more about the institutional history of DWR, which served to better contextualize the
current state of service-learning in the department. At the outset of the degree program, there was
a mutual desire to have a rhetoric focused course as one of the core classes (Scott). The core, in
and of itself, was meant to represent different threads of the rhetorical field, including the civic
domain, the professional domain, and the educational domain. One of the courses I examine,
“Rhetoric and Civic Engagement”, was used to fill the gap for a course that had a civic pragmatic
focus—to bring theory and practice together. When the program first began, the course was also
chosen to be a core requirement because it was one of the more established courses DWR had
(Scott). As it relates to service-learning, “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” was perhaps one of
the first courses to be taught as a service-learning course, but it lost its designation as the degree
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program grew more established (Scott). Instead, the department was able to locate more effective
service-learning practices in other courses like “Writing for Social Change,” and “Writing with
Communities and Nonprofits.”
As a result of this shift, the department began to cultivate a more developed servicelearning partnership with community partners. Over time, as the department’s service-learning
pedagogy extended beyond multiple courses, students had a more natural progression into
conversations regarding civic engagement and social change. The original goal was to give
students the grounding in rhetoric as a techne and provide them with applicable practice working
within the civic domain (Scott). When the program filled out, and service-learning shifted,
“Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” instead became more of a vehicle for helping students become
familiar with their own civic engagement. They then could take that with them into the
departmental service-learning courses like “Writing for Social Change.”
ARCHETYPAL CRITERION
Before we delve into the documents and resources that UCF, and DWR, use to establish
their service-learning courses, I feel it appropriate to harken back to some of the common themes
in service-learning research. In doing so, I will reiterate important factors to keep in mind as I
move through my comparative analysis. These common factors are regarded by scholars in the
field to constitute an “archetypal” example/criterion for how service-learning should be
approached. In my review of the service-learning literature, I have to come to realize there are
common threads inherent within all service-learning curriculum. While the curriculum will differ
across departments, programs, and universities, service-learning is supposed to be designed, first
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and foremost, to deliberately address some sort of problem, issue, or need in the community
(Cornelius; Cushman; Farahmandpour & Shodjaee-Zrudlo; Mathieu; Metz, McLellan, &
Youniss). Additionally, it is meant to challenge a students’ learning through an experiential
approach in a sustainable way (Bacon; Dean; Fox; Picower). This exchange between community
outreach and academic exploration sets service-learning apart from other programs like simple
volunteerism or unstructured community service.
Across the discipline, service-learning theorists largely agree that within this curriculum,
there are integral components that make the exchange between academia and community
sustainable. I wish to focus on these three: application/participation, critical reflection, and
reciprocal connection. Without these pieces, service-learning often falls short of finding the right
balance between providing for a student’s academic development and uplifting the community—
and its needs. Consequently, the existing research advocates quite heavily for programming
which provides opportunities for students to actively engage in sustainable work with
communities.
Service-learning must contain these opportunities for students to apply their coursework
in meaningful ways. Often times, as a required component for the course, these programs will
require direct/active participation at a service-learning site. Perhaps it goes without saying, but
whatever the curricular design of a service-learning program/course may be, if the coursework
has nothing to do with the learning outcomes—or the needs of the community—it serves no
purpose. Thus, assignments should be designed to allow students to read about civic issues and
make connections in larger civic discussions. They should also allow students to produce
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tangible work in an applicable form for audiences beyond the classroom. The participatory
component of these programs, then, is what often leads many students to get involved with
intentional future service. And, what places them at a greater disposition to be meaningfully
involved. It is critical, then, that the curriculum offers students opportunities where they can
actively participate in service-learning and apply their skills and knowledge from the
classroom—in order to accomplish what Thomas Dean summarized as a balance of “ abstract
critical interpretation and active intervention in the cultural context we inhabit” (103).
The literature also suggests the appropriate need for structured student reflection that is
both thoughtful and engaging (Bacon; Dean; Haussamen). It is not enough to just complete the
course. Students must also be given opportunities to think more deeply, and to critically respond
to the ways their service-learning experiences line up with the curriculum. Coursework that
provides an opportunity for students to make these personal connections serve their educational
experience far greater than assignments which do not (Cornelius 193). This is partly because
reflection helps students internalize larger themes and discussions from the classroom and
assimilate these lessons into their personal multi-faceted civic identity. Effective service-learning
curriculum must include critical reflection, so that the civic experiences provided in servicelearning can cross over into student learning.
Another defining characteristic of effective service-learning is the reciprocal connection
made between academia and the community (Cushman; Dean; Mathieu). Arguably, the main
point of service-learning is to provide a direct connection between education and service. It is
supposed to foster a student’s critical thinking while simultaneously putting them to work for the
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benefit of the community or nonprofit organization (which fosters increased civic responsibility).
According to James M. Dubinsky’s work, service learning is really meant to be a reciprocal
bridge between service AND learning—not one or the other (272). When that connection is
missing, service-learning is stunted and can fail to adequately acknowledge the impact service
programs might have on communities. Furthermore, this ignorance can actually limit the extent
to which an individual’s civic identity, duty, or interest develops. This connection MUST
provide a MUTUAL benefit for all involved. This will ensure the curriculum not only connects
between academia and the community, but also offers a mutual collaboration for both parties to
remain effective, meaningful, and sustainable.
Granted, I recognize that service learning can never truly be standardized or limited to a
generic set of needs or priorities. To do so would be to decontextualize the service aspect, which
would make it increasingly difficult to respond to the specific needs of a particular
community/nonprofit organization, and largely invalidate a crucial piece of service-learning
overall. However, it is still appropriate, and even necessary, to remind ourselves of the
commonly agreed upon themes which make up service-learning in order to ensure we are
creating and distributing programs, courses, and curriculum that is meaningful and sustainable to
all parties involved. Further, given the breadth of research on an archetypal service-learning
curriculum, it is important to hold onto this information, in order to understand and contextualize
my analysis in this chapter.
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ESTABLISHING A SERVICE-LEARNING BASELINE
As I analyze my own experiences with service-learning in the Department of Writing and
Rhetoric, I consistently return to the criteria that is supposed to frame service-learning
curriculum. By extension, I am drawn to examine the documents and deliverables that UCF and
DWR use to define, clarify, categorize, and establish service-learning. These materials range
from guidelines and resources set by the university to course introductions, learning outcomes,
and assignments located in specific course syllabi. Now, before any analysis to determine
whether the “saying” matches up with the “doing,” we must familiarize ourselves with the
available materials in order to understand and contextualize the purposes they are meant to serve.
This work has been cataloged into a series of worksheets (Tables 1 - 4) designed to pick apart the
language used to structure these programs and organize any applicable content into common
service-learning features. These worksheets can be found in the Appendix.
The background which guided my approach to these worksheets harkens back to Charles
Bazerman’s “Speech Hierarchies,”—which builds off of J. Austin’s larger theories on “Speech
Acts.” As we summarized briefly in the previous chapter, within these speech acts, there are
three individuals levels. There exists the locutionary act—which is what is being said literally;
the illocutionary act—which is what you intended the “hearer” to recognize; and the
perlocutionary act—which is the actual effect of the act (314-315). In Bazerman’s work, I saw a
similarity between “speech hierarchies” and “engagement hierarchies.” This engagement
hierarchy, partly defined by Caryn Musil, reveals the different ways we may enter into civic
engagement—and by extension, service-learning. This similarity posed a clear comparison
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between “saying” and “doing.” I use this to establish a comparative analysis in examining
whether the service-learning language, coursework, and practices the department uses to
structure their own programming line-up against the existing service-learning literature.
In essence, I catalogued the data into these worksheets as a way to establish and identify
the “locutionary acts” of the existing service-learning curriculum. In the worksheets, I include
specific language and phrasing that the University, and DWR, uses to frame, structure, and
describe their service-learning practices. Based on the research, I coded the specific “locutionary
acts” into five categories that make up an archetypal example of service-learning. The
codification of this data into the worksheets make up the “illocutionary acts,” or the intended
effects and purported goals of existing service-learning practices. These “illocutionary acts” are
then compared against personal examples, institutional histories, and what the departmental
practices actually accomplished for the student—which constitute the “perlocutionary acts.”
Through this comparative process, Bazerman’s work became the rules of my analysis. In what
follows, the worksheets cataloguing the specific data appear first, followed by a brief discussion
of the codified data it contains.
We begin with the first worksheet of academic materials: service-learning resources and
service-learning course criteria (Table 1 – Appendix B).
At first glance, these deliverables appear to provide a sort of guideline that structures
what qualifies as service-learning and what does not. The Office of Experiential Learning (OEL)
maintains a website that, among other things, defines and establishes service-learning resources
and criteria to consider for the official designation process. As I understand it, these resources act
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as a guideline to follow when designing a service-learning course to later be designated by the
committee that approves it and to be recognized by the University. On the “Service-Learning
Resources” page, the University defines service-learning as “a teaching method that uses
community involvement to apply theories or skills being taught in a course.” The definition
continues on to include that service-learning is intended to “ further the learning objectives of the
academic course, address community needs, and require students to reflect on their activity in
order to gain an appreciation for the relationship between civics and academics.” Further down
the webpage, the “Essential Elements” of service-learning are bolded and bulleted: “Reciprocity,
Reflection, Development, Meaningful Service, and Diversity.” Each has a brief excerpt offering
more detail about what each tenet means.
When we navigate to the “Service-Learning Course Criteria” page, we see reminders for
faculty members before they click to begin the service-learning course designation form. Some
of the eight basic criteria for a service-learning (S-L) course at UCF are that it “addresses a need,
demonstrates a clear connection, involves structured student reflection, involves at least 15 hours
of student service.” The criteria also clarifies that S-L activities must be with “nonprofit
organizations or governmental agencies, including public schools, the philanthropic arm of a forprofit organization, or other initiatives approved by the S-L Course Evaluation Committee.”
There is also a brief excerpt providing for what does not qualify as service-learning.
We then move to examine the academic materials present at the Department of Writing
and Rhetoric as it relates to service-learning (Table 2 – Appendix B).
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Upon further exploration, the department itself does not offer any specific statements
regarding their service-learning coursework or curriculum. There is, however, substantive focus
on the themes of civic writing and engagement as it “pertains to helping students learn how to
“communicate effectively, persuasively, and ethically across a range of civic, professional, and
educational contexts” (DWR Website). Nevertheless, the service-learning courses that the
department does offer provides us with a way to examine relevant deliverables to begin to frame
service-learning within the department. Seeing as this research is based in part on my journey
with service-learning, I examined the courses that I had personal experience with: “Writing for
Social Change” (WFSC), and “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” (RACE). Before diving into the
specifics of each course, I wanted to take a look at the broader descriptions and concepts that
form both courses.
The course catalog description for “Writing and Social Change” reads: “study of how
activist writing and other symbolic action can be used to mobile social or policy change around
contemporary controversial issues.” Although it does not mention service-learning specifically, it
relates back to the “application” tenet found throughout service-learning curricula. In another
description, the course mentions “work with community stakeholder on writing and/or
community literacy projects that raise awareness of problems and/or address the problems in
potentially sustainable ways.” Here, the connection to service-learning becomes more apparent.
The department also has threshold concepts that help to clarify the desired learning outcomes and
curricular goals of its courses. Some of the concepts that make up WFSC include “when
providing ‘writing as service,’ students should consider how various activities beyond inscription
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‘count’ as writing-related service,” as well as a commentary geared towards helping the
community: “the role of universities is to provide access to resources, knowledge, and bodies
that the organization might need to achieve their goals.”
The course catalog description for “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” is as follows:
“examines rhetorical theory in order to analyze and participate in contemporary debates and civic
engagement efforts.” Again, no inherent mention of service-learning, but the course is still meant
to expose the student to relevant themes and concepts that service-learning and civic engagement
share. The description also mentions how students will “investigate the relationship between
rhetoric and civic engagement, explore how writing enacts civic identities, and practice specific
rhetorical engagement skills” and that “some sections work on campus or community civic
engagement efforts.” Once more, the course may not be specific to service-learning, but it
nevertheless speaks to “engagement curriculum.” Like WFSC, RACE has threshold concepts and
curricular goals that instructors can use to structure their curriculum around. One of the threshold
concepts for RACE draws a comparison between the rhetorical event of writing and
communication, which are examples of various forms of action. Some of the goals also serve to
function as signposts for what the course ought to cover in its curriculum: “give students practice
employing rhetorical strategies in a civic (engagement) project. Help students connect rhetorical
action, civic engagement, and citizenship…” Preliminarily, all of these pieces seem to work
together to provide yet another set of guidelines for instructors to use when developing these
kinds of courses.
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Finally, I also examined documents and materials specific to both courses mentioned
above. Taking a look through these resources that were used to describe the particular course
sections I was a part of helps to give an even closer look into the structure of the course, and its
curriculum. Much like I did with the descriptions and threshold concepts, I took apart specific
moments in the syllabi or assignment criteria, in order to gain a better understanding of the
purported focus of the courses. First, I completed the worksheet for “Rhetoric and Civic
Engagement” (Table 3 – Appendix B).
As some parts of the RACE syllabus explains, students will work to “interrogate models
of rhetorical citizenship emerging from frameworks, develop definitions of rhetorical civic
engagement, make temporary changes in [engagement], and reflect…” There was also special
focus given to “analyzing and contextualizing,” which seem to be beneficial towards making the
shift from experience to education. Although most of the course objectives refer more to topics
like “citizenship, civic engagement, and writing/rhetorical skills,” there is also a chance for
students to “develop an effective engagement campaign designed to enhance the civic lives and
promote the sustained engagement of [their] chosen community partner.” Given what we know
service-learning values, the coursework and outcomes of RACE do not seem entirely unrelated
to service-learning, though maybe initially a bit different.
I completed a similar process for the “Writing for Social Change” worksheet, examining
the specific materials used in my particular course section to gain a more nuanced understanding
of what the course set out to accomplish (Table 4 – Appendix B).
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I began with the syllabus of “Writing for Social Change.” From the beginning, it touts
“plenty of hands-on experience” and quickly defines the service-role students will occupy during
their time at the service-learning site Page 151. In the section “Course Polices,” students read
through the “Service-Learning Statement,” which discusses how “students will spend a minimum
of fifteen hours over the course of the semester on a service-learning activity. This activity will
address a need in our community, support our course objectives, involve a connection between
campus and the world around it…” The learning outcomes speak to common themes laid out in
the course, and that by the end of the semester, students will have a “better understanding of the
very practical nature of what it means to ‘write to change the world,’ as well as have an
increased sense of agency to be able to take on your own meaningful writing projects outside of
this course.” The other piece I examine is one of the assignments we did while I was enrolled in
WFSC: The Sustainability Report. There were five pieces in total, and each of those pieces were
completed throughout the semester and compiled to form the Sustainability Report. The purpose
of the sustainability report is to allow students to “approach writing as a means for social
change…in relation to localized communities.” Together, these pieces make up the curriculum
and coursework that students navigate through during the semester, as they work towards
achieving the learning outcomes and curricular goals.

Page 15 is the name of the community partner that students from “Writing for Social Change” volunteer with as
part of the service-learning component of the course. Further information regarding the service-learning partnership
with Page 15, and the specifics of the organization, can be found in the “Introduction” of chapter 3.
1
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ANALYZING THE SERVICE ACTS
After laying the necessary foundation to better understand the current service-learning
practices in the department, we move into a comparative analysis of the language and practice.
Remember, the goal of this chapter is to determine whether we are actually implementing the
appropriate pieces to stage effective service-learning engagement. We are looking for parallels
between the research’s “archetypal” curriculum, and DWR’s own curriculum.
As discussed earlier, the most effective way I believe we can complete this kind of
analysis is by using a Bazerman-like approach to analyze the progression of “acts” from
language to intent to action. To offer a baseline for comparison, my own personal experience in
the department and relevant service-learning coursework serve as a case study to determine
whether any of the goals or outcomes came to fruition.
During this process, I spoke with the professor for “Writing for Social Change,” Vanessa
Calkins, who had also been invited to serve on the High Impact Practices (HIP) Course
Designations Review Committee. The Designations Review Committee, and the OEL’s servicelearning criteria are “a really beneficial process to ensure what the university calls ‘servicelearning’ is actually what is happening in the courses offered through the departments” (Calkins).
At first, I was a bit apprehensive of this claim, because so often the terms and structures used to
define service-learning opt for abstract discourse like “engagement” and “activism.” And, we
know the issues that come from having nebulous discourse (Cushman; Harrison & Mather). But,
having the chance to look through the specific language on the “Service-Learning Resources”
and “Course Criteria” webpages, there is truth to this sentiment. The Designations Review
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Committee, “aims to ensure when a service-learning course is offered (in any program), it
actually meets service-learning standards grounded in decades of educational research”
(Calkins). Overall, the committee seems to serve as both the gatekeeper for service-learning
practices, and a curricular version of peer review, which helps to push the best learning practices
at the programmatic level. Part of this is facilitated by the specific language on the OEL website
pages, which speaks to very specific moments of service-learning curriculum. Admittedly, the
language can still be a bit open-ended, but I have come to realize part of that is necessary to keep
service-learning flexible. The language, guidelines, and descriptions of these pages match almost
entirely with the “archetypal” categories established from service-learning literature. From the
outset, potential service-learning practices seem to have a strong guiding force to look towards as
instructors and departments develop designated curricula.
We follow the curricula down into the DWR and look to course descriptions and
threshold concepts used to frame both “Writing for Social Change” and “Rhetoric and Civic
Engagement.” Overall, both courses seem to have relevant guiding factors that incline the
curricular content of the courses towards service-learning and civic engagement. But, there is a
slight disconnect which has begun to develop, due to the nature that service-learning is no longer
the forefront of the content. In WFSC, service-learning has shifted to a course component, and in
RACE there is no specific mention of service-learning at all. There is nothing inherently wrong
with this shift, but it does create a disposition for some pieces to be less reinforced. I will say
more on this in a few moments when I examine the specifics for each course, but beforehand I
want to point out some similarities I noticed in the content at the departmental level. As we can
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see in Table 2 – Appendix B, the content I analyzed still bears similarity to service-learning
components, even if they do not mention them specifically. The intent reveals itself through the
language and threshold concepts being used to frame and describe the course as part of a larger
program. This serves to carry the influence down from a university level to a department level,
which helps to ensure some level of consistency. Additionally, speaking with Dr. Scott revealed
that the DWR has tried to carve entry ways into different lines of experiences and contact
spheres, which follow pathways through specific rhetorical domains and/or niches. These
service/civic similarities in the course descriptions/concepts—especially those which I
analyzed—convey a useful relevance to the civic niche students in the department may find
themselves pursuing.
The two related courses I have personal experience with are “Writing for Social Change”
and “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement.” Both of these courses are part of a larger “Civic and
Civic Engagement Cluster” that also includes “Writing for Communities and Nonprofits,”
“Cultural Rhetorics,” and “Writing Across Differences.” As we move into course specifics, I
recognize the course section of WFSC and RACE I took may look different when taught by a
different instructor, but the general design of the course(s) nevertheless remains the same. I
enrolled in WFSC and RACE during the same semester, which offered an interesting opportunity
to experience the courses simultaneously.
Discussing “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement”:
I first want to begin with “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement,” because it is both a core
course of the degree program and also supposed to serve as a foundational basis for students to
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develop their civic identity and rhetorical engagement. Speaking to the instructor for RACE, Dr.
Stephanie Wheeler, I learned that the course is meant to be more of an introduction to the civic
potential of rhetoric in the civic domain. And so, I started with the specific course syllabus,
which includes a course introduction/description and course objectives. An examination of these
excerpts reveals perhaps one of the most noticeable disconnects I found between course
curriculum and service-learning criteria. Part of this was to be expected because of the inherent
focus of the course. RACE is less about service-learning and more about the theoretical
foundations of rhetoric and the civic domain. Granted, RACE is no longer a service-learning
designated course. Once the Writing and Rhetoric degree program began to develop and servicelearning was found more readily in other courses, the need for it in RACE diminished (Scott).
Further, it was increasingly difficult to require a service-learning component in a core course that
was required for degree completion; doing so was leading to unsustainable practices which
negatively affected both the students and the community (Wheeler). Instead, the language of the
syllabus description and course objectives indicate that the course is rather meant to jumpstart
the beginning of a student’s civic identity and expose them to themes of activism, engagement,
and citizenship.
This is not to say that “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” is completely irrelevant to
service-learning practices overall. Although there may not be a word for word match in terms of
specific language or criteria, the course still acts as a way for students to expose themselves to
the world of larger participation and civic engagement. In my own experiences, this course
helped jumpstart my interests of civic writing and meaningful service. Additionally, it helped set
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me up to want to do more localized and effectual work outside of my studies. And, reflecting
back on the coursework, I do believe the assignments provided the atmosphere for me to explore
some of those larger themes that also affect service-learning, even if the course focused on civic
engagement. Remember, service-learning is one such example of “engagement curriculum.”
However, seeing as we are analyzing the service-learning content of the course, I will admit that
during my experience that I did notice a lack of moments or outlets for outside application.
When looking at Table 3 – Appendix B, even despite a few moments cataloged under the
application category, there is never really any language that speaks to taking the learning outside
of the classroom. And, I believe that this did ultimately affect the momentum we built through
our class time, discussions, and assignments, because they were not taken beyond the classroom.
I am not claiming the course to be unsuccessful. Again, we cannot fault RACE for its lack of
specific service-learning criteria since the goal isn’t to complete service-learning. However, if the
course was meant to serve as an introduction into larger engagement themes, at the very least it
would make sense to include the idea of service-learning.
Discussing “Writing for Social Change”:
On the other hand, “Writing for Social Change” was structured very heavily around the
service-learning criteria. Part of this is due to its official university S-L designation, and
ultimately the efforts of Professor Calkins. Speaking with Calkins revealed that when she first
took over the course, the coursework and design of WFSC had to be overhauled in order to be
considered service-learning. I consider her efforts to be quite successful, because when designing
the course, she pulled from the specific language of the “Course Criteria” to help structure the
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outcomes, coursework, and assignments (Calkins). This is apparent in Table 4 – Appendix B,
where there are numerous examples of specific descriptors and words matching some of the
language in the OEL S-L Resource page and “Course Criteria.” The syllabus is littered with
references to service-learning practices, how students will participate, when they will have time
for critical reflection, and how the course will influence their education overall (while at the
same time deliberately addressing the need of the community/service-learning site). The
intentionality for service-learning absolutely came through in those outcomes which were
connected to assignments both big and small. It is clear to me that WFSC was deliberately
structured and developed to be an effective service-learning course—as it should, because all of
these components are part of the University’s criteria for having a designated service-learning
course.
Most of the work that we completed in “Writing for Social Change” was either directly
related to something the community was experiencing or meant to assist us in understanding
ourselves and our positionalities. One of the assignments, the Sustainability Report, gave us an
opportunity to approach writing as a means for social change connected to issues related to
localized communities. It was a culmination of the material we studied throughout the course and
it provided us with an opportunity to apply our knowledge in a way that could take action on a
particular issue. Seeing the inherent value in service-learning, I used the Sustainability Report to
pursue service-learning further. And, as I reflect on my experiences in WFSC, I am convinced
the experiences would not have been as impactful if we had not had the opportunity to actively
participate in the community. Having that experience in the community helped me make
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connections with the material that would not have otherwise been as experiential or impactful.
Because of the outlet I had to take my education beyond the classroom, I felt continually inspired
to dive deeper into something I was passionate about and reflect on how this kind of work makes
an impact on the larger civic community.
OTHER REMARKS
Overall, through my comparative analysis, I have revealed moments where the Writing
and Rhetoric program is deliberate throughout its design of service-learning practices. The
Bazerman-styled approach I utilized helped to demonstrate that courses in the Department of
Writing and Rhetoric are structured in a way meant to overlap and intertwine, bridging the gaps
between theory and practice. In fact, the thoughtful construction of the degree program seems to
indicate that the department desires to ensure the best learning practices are put forth, regardless
of the niche, thread, or concentration they are dealing with. Further, there is a desire to both
identify and sanction common threads in the writing and rhetoric domain, pushing for an
integrative approach to learning. This also means that the department sees the inherent value in
this kind of experiential learning—and for good reason.
With all of these points considered, one may question why there was a need/point in
examining the state of departmental service-learning practices in the beginning. Admittedly,
there seems to be a number of contingencies set in place to safeguard against improper servicelearning practices. Even my own experiences with the service-learning curriculum was
meaningfully impactful. So—why do any of my findings matter?
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Remember, that service-learning literature also reveals “there are just as many studies
demonstrating negligible or negative effects” as there are studies which praise service-learning
conducted at institutions and universities (Farahmandpour & Shodjaee-Zrudlo; Haussamen;
Saltmarsh & Zlotkowski). These inconsistent findings are due, in part, to the range of practices
and approaches to service-learning. This flexibility can be beneficial, because it allows for
service-learning to be contextually structured and offered in a variety of ways. But, it can also be
risky, because the claims schools make about offering service-learning say nothing substantial
about the quality of those service-learning programs. I am not arguing that the majority of
service-learning curriculum is improperly structured, but I also realize that not every department
or institution may follow the guidelines and criteria as closely as DWR has. And, even further, “a
faculty member doesn’t have to go through the designation process at the university level to call
something they ask their students to do ‘service-learning’” (Calkins), which presents another
range of problems, namely the lack of accountability that a designation process brings with it.
Without a critical examination of the language, descriptors, and documents used to structure
those (unofficial) service courses, communities are at risk of being ignored and/or negatively
impacted—which is partly why analyzing the hierarchical “acts” of our engagement curriculum
can be useful, in order to mitigate those risks.
The other point to keep in mind, especially as it relates to my own experiences, is that I
took “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” at the same time I took “Writing for Social Change.”
Both of those courses worked well together simultaneously, but I cannot speak to whether their
material would transfer over so readily if they were taken separately/with a delay. Further,
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WFSC did not start out as a service-learning designated course, but, was instead rebuilt into one
by someone who had an extensive education in service-learning theory. Not every instructor has
that luxury or educational background, and without appropriate accountability or critical
examination, it would be hard to keep track of all the moving parts that need to be considered.
Even from just a programmatic level, there can be tension when setting up service-learning
curricula, because one has to ensure they have completed due diligence in establishing and
developing sustainable service relationships. There is a trust put in universities by coalitions,
organizations, or nonprofits that their issues, needs, problems, or goals will be taken seriously,
and not simply treated like a volunteer site where students may offer sub-par work.
Further, I was unaware of the existence of service-learning opportunities until a year into
my own degree. I cannot exactly pinpoint why, but it is worth mentioning, even if it only means
DWR reexamines the advertising methods used to inform their students of those kinds of
opportunities. There was an issue of a similar nature in “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement.” I truly
applaud the department for establishing better channels to find service-learning in, and shifting
their approach to RACE. However, from my humble standpoint, I do consider it slightly
concerning that a course meant to serve as a foundation for not only the degree, but the niche of
civic and civic engagement, fails to overtly acknowledge service-learning—which is considered
engagement curriculum. Although RACE is no longer offered as a service-learning course, there
is no reason why it still could not mention the idea and theory of service-learning in its
coursework or curriculum. After having a chance to take the two courses side by side, I argue
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that even having the idea of service-learning as an appropriate avenue to pursue in the civic
domain would have been beneficial to my developing position/interest in it.
Overall, based on my comparative analysis of the service-learning language and
curricula, I believe DWR demonstrates an effective job modeling their curriculum off of certain
service-learning guidelines and criteria made available to them from the existing research. These
resources really helped to offer impactful and meaningful educational experiences that hit the
mark on what service-learning sets out to accomplish for communities and nonprofits, especially
in designated service-learning courses. But, other courses could provide more opportunities to
pursue student interests in the civic domain. There were times when “Rhetoric and Civic
Engagement” fell short by not overtly acknowledging the concept of service-learning as a means
of civic engagement. Although RACE does not need an official designation, it should be
revisited if the department wishes to maintain the course as part of a larger “engagement
curriculum.”
Despite these shortcomings, DWR’s practices still serve as a sustainable model of what a
department can accomplish in the civic domain when it respects the power of service-learning
curricula and designs it accordingly. And, in the next chapter, I will do the same kind of
comparative analysis I did with the language of service-learning, but will instead examine a
community-university partnership to see if the intended effects of the specific service-learning
language and criteria carry outside of the classroom.
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CHAPTER 3 – LIGHT THE FIRE
INTRODUCTION
In the Department of Writing and Rhetoric (DWR), as you saw in the previous chapter,
courses with civic outcomes and service-learning components like “Writing for Social Change”
(WFSC) are designed to reach specific goals. These goals include addressing a need in the
community, and providing students with an opportunity to engage in service-learning projects or
partnerships where they apply their teachings in meaningful ways. As we move into an analysis
of one such service-learning partnership, this chapter builds on the conclusions I came to in the
previous chapter. From what has been analyzed, DWR is indeed “talking the service-learning
talk.” The language of specific curriculum, learning outcomes, and course criteria reveal a
deliberate effort to structure programs that line up with what the research claims is the ideal
example of service-learning. What remains to be examined, however, is the efficacy of the
transfer from academy to community, and a critical evaluation of what actually happened during
this service-learning partnership. I have already taken inventory of the intended effects and goals
of WFSC, and will compare them against my own student experiences within the course as a
case study to evaluate whether these goals came to fruition. In doing so, I can critically compare
whether our service-learning “walk” matches our service-learning “talk.” In keeping with my
comparative approach, as I debrief the service-learning partnership and my student experience,
the discussions that follow will determine whether the intended outcomes and service-learning
goals ever came to fruition. And, if they did, how, when, and to what extent.
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CULTIVATING THE PARTNERSHIP
Before I begin with my own analysis, I want to include some history about how the
partnership between my course section of “Writing for Social Change” and the community
organization, Page 15, developed. I took an opportunity to speak with Ms. Emily LaPadura, the
former community and student engagement advisor of our community partner, Page 15, and
again with Professor Calkins, the instructor for my section of WFSC—which I took in the Fall of
2019. First, let us take a moment to better understand the interconnected relationship between
Page 15, the Urban Think Foundation, and The Orlando Academic Center for Excellence (ACE),
which are all situated in Parramore (one of downtown Orlando’s poorest areas). At the time of
writing, Page 15 is a program of the Urban Think Foundation, which serves young writers of
Parramore—from the 2nd to 8th grades—guided by the idea that every “Orlando citizen should
have access to great literary programming” (Page 15). The Urban Think Foundation has a
partnership with ACE in which their main student population comes from ACE to participate in
programs like Page 15.
As it relates to the service-learning history of “Writing for Social Change,” according to
Professor Calkins, after teaching the course in Spring 2016 for the first time, she knew she
wanted it to be a service-learning course. She envisioned the course to be a platform where
students could gain practice writing for various civic purposes and social issues that mattered to
them (Calkins). As a reminder, WFSC is a course where students can engage in a “writing about,
for and/or with the community” and develop a better understanding of “the practical nature of
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what it means to ‘write to change the world’...” And it was these kinds of desired outcomes that
guided Calkins as she redesigned the course for service-learning designation.
Professor Calkins knew from service-learning research that the biggest way a servicelearning partnership can fail is when the relationship between the community and the university
is not based in a reciprocal exchange. “Finding the right community partner, with whom we
could form a truly sustainable relationship, would take time and dedication” (Calkins). In her
dedication, Calkins extended an opportunity for students in the Fall 2017 course offering to
participate in suggesting potential community partners. Calkins had students work in research
groups to prepare proposals for potential service-learning partnerships in future offerings of
WFSC. One proposal, about Page 15 and the Urban Think Foundation, struck a chord with
Professor Calkins, because of how philosophically aligned Page 15 and the Department of
Writing and Rhetoric already were. “It was evident from the first few minutes of the very first
conversation with Page 15 that their and DWR’s vision for what students need to know about
writing overlapped in terms of the focus on the context of a writing situation in order to help
students use their voices in powerful ways” (Calkins). This common ground harkens back to an
understanding discussed by Timothy Stanton, who claims that a clear understanding of
reciprocity is one which demonstrates “an expression of values, service to others, community
development and empowerment, which determines the purpose, nature, and process of social
educational exchange between learners, students, and the people they serve” (67). This reciprocal
exchange brings into stark relief the importance of shared values, missions, and goals. Because
these values, goals, and missions seemed to line up so cleanly, Calkins felt as though the work in
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WFSC could adequately support the mission of Page 15, but also that Page 15 could support the
deeper kind of work she wanted her students to do in WFSC. And, on the other side of this
budding partnership, Page 15 was designed to “to connect students with their voice, empower
them to explore its power and potential, and for students to leave our programs with a renewed
confidence in their writing and reading abilities” (Page 15).
Remember, as discussed in the previous chapter, that the most successful service-learning
components are the ones which address a tangible need in the community. When I asked
LaPadura to discuss how Page 15 contributed to Parramore community, she said “the need Page
15 addresses is the dearth of creativity and self-expression that the underrepresented youth of
Parramore had.” As a school, ACE is trying to sustain a population that has historically been
underserved in their academics. Most of the time, efforts are spent fighting for schools like ACE
to remain alive and have little to do with their apparent lack of resources and extracurriculars.
There was a clear sacrifice in pedagogical creativity and flexibility (LaPadura)—which played a
factor in determining how to best address the needs of the Parramore community, and also
influenced the way “Writing for Social Change” could contribute. On another level, the needs of
the community partner, Page 15 proved to be two-fold: a need to help provide literary excellence
for the young writers of ACE, and the sheer power to do so effectively.

[Enter the partnership between DWR’s “Writing for Social Change” and Page 15]
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Before discussing the specifics of our service-learning partnership, which did not
officially begin until the Fall of 2018, I was curious to know whether Page 15 had past
experiences with service partnerships. What I learned from LaPadura was that Page 15 did
indeed have experience with volunteers before—which again, was a necessary part of their
program structure—but “the quality of that service and the buy-in for it was something that had
been lacking.” A lot of student volunteers that came in and out of the Page 15 program were not
prepared to join a program located in the poorest area of central Florida—and deal with the
culture shock that came with it (LaPadura). Further still, some students came in with the
misunderstanding that they were there only to receive their required volunteer hours—which
translated to a lot of standing around because students were underprepared with no clear idea of
what to do. LaPadura’s account speaks directly back to what Haussamen sees in his work
“Pedagogies in Action.” Simply put, some students will not become engaged at their agency,
reporting that “they stand around a lot or are bored or that no one is telling them what to do”
(419).
During our conversation, LaPadura explained how “Page 15 always had volunteers, but
as the program grew, there was a need for more—especially more qualified volunteers.” For a
while, passive student volunteerism was the only kind of assistance Page 15 could get. Once the
partnership between Page 15 and WFSC began, the diligence of Calkins and LaPadura, and their
deliberate planning of the service-learning partnership, ensured that Page 15 no longer had to
settle for unqualified volunteers—at least not when it came to the involvement from students in
“Writing for Social Change.” As Calkins explained during the planning process, “one of the
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things we tried to do from the beginning [was to ensure] Page 15 wasn’t just shoved into what
the students were doing for the course.” Instead, there were very deliberate considerations and
decisions to be sure that it wasn’t two random forces, but a reciprocal partnership that was
connected. LaPadura explained that both she and Calkins made it a habit to be in constant
communication, relaying their observations of what the students’ needs were in real time, and
adapting the partnership accordingly to continue to meet those needs. There was a clear focus on
both the students in WFSC and the students of Page 15. And, one of the greatest strengths of
“Writing for Social Change” was “the outlet for discussions and larger education to translate
back to an understanding of what [the students] were doing…[having] people to help teach them
how to be [effectively involved]” (LaPadura). And it was this intentional collaboration that
served to strengthen the community partnership between Page 15 and WFSC from the beginning.
It helped ensure all parties were on the same page, ready to impact the community together.
PERSONAL SERVICE-LEARNING EXPERIENCES
Originally, I enrolled into “Writing for Social Change,” because part of my career
aspirations are to, well, write for social change. I thought the course would be a great opportunity
to get a better understanding of how writing for social change actually works, and the ways in
which writing can be used to affect certain issues. And it was. But, it was also so much more
than that. I had taken similar courses before, but never one that was a designated service-learning
course. Admittedly, WFSC was the first time I had ever even heard of a service-learning class. I
knew going into it, from speaking with Calkins prior to enrolling in Fall of 2019, that WFSC had
a somewhat recently formed partnership with their community partner, Page 15. I also knew that
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we were going to be required to spend at least 15 hours during the semester at Page 15. And, that
this volunteer work was part of a required component for the class. Other than that, I had no idea
what to expect, what it would be like, what I would learn, or even what I was going to be doing.
Thankfully, I had people there to help prepare me for the experiences that
awaited. Before we even stepped foot onto the service-learning site, we were given an orientation
of Page 15 and the surrounding Parramore community. And, before that, we began the course
with a journal reflection, establishing a baseline for our goals, positionalities, and initial
thoughts—which we would compare at the end of the semester with a final journal reflection.
From that first reflection, I realized how much room I had for growth in the areas of my own
civic identity, as a writer of social issues, and in my understanding of social change as a whole. I
was by no means ignorant or insensitive to social issues, but I had the potential to develop even
further.
As I mentioned earlier, all of the students from WFSC were given an orientation to better
situate our understanding of Page 15, its mission, and the young writers we would be working
with. The week before our partnership began, we were given a tour of the surrounding area of
Parramore and a brief history about the community. We were also given many opportunities to
ask questions and share any of our concerns. It was very clearly a priority that we knew about the
culture, heritage, and history of these young writers. We were going to be “writing coaches,”
which meant part of our job was to help facilitate a safe environment to show the students of
Page 15 the literary potential they had, and to help inspire them to write. I can remember feeling
excited about the opportunity to work with Page 15 and make an impact in the community. But, I
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was also a little emotionally apprehensive with the knowledge I would be working with
underrepresented youth in an underprivileged community. Part of this apprehension came
especially from when LaPadura told us before we started coaching, that for some of those
students we were going to be the only kind of consistency in their life. Not only was that a
humbling reality to hear, but it was also a bit of a shock that put a lot of pressure on us. In
hindsight, however, I do not believe that was inherently a negative thing to do. In fact, I am sure
the partnership would not have been as successful had we not been introduced to the community
and prepared for the environment beforehand. I had anticipated just being a presence for these
students, but these conversations definitely made our impact feel more real. It was more than just
being there.
Which brings me to my time participating with our community partner, Page 15. I had
learned from speaking with LaPadura that part of what we provided to the program was a
sustainable source of service in the form of students who already had a foundation with writing
and literacy—and who also wanted to be a part of something that was bigger than themselves. As
Page 15 gained momentum and more ACE students got interested, it became increasingly
difficult to sustain the program (LaPadura). Page 15 didn’t have the power to deal with the
growing number of students, which, while a good problem to have, was one that needed to be
addressed. Resultingly, one of the problems that the students of “Writing for Social Change”
helped to solve was being a tangible presence that assisted in running the program, keeping up
with the size, and finding a way to help stabilize, and maximize, the impact Page 15 could have
(LaPadura). Still, our role was much further reaching than just being an extra set of eyes. As I
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mentioned previously, we were “writing coaches” which meant that we were there partly to be a
sounding board for students to get their ideas flowing—to help show them the potential they
have as writers, and to help inspire them to write. We also provided a lot of assistance with their
writing overall.
Every week that fall semester, the rest of the writing coaches and I would arrive to spend
time with the students of Page 15 on our designated day. Some students, like myself, came more
than once during the week. As the younger writers trickled in, we would all gather around
together and write for a short period of time, about anything and everything. Sometimes there
were themes to stick to, other times we answered prompts about the world, and other times still
there was no instruction other than “to write.” Some days, the writers of Page 15 had a lot to say,
and other times they wrote only a few words. But, every week, I watched them bring their ideas
to the table, and many times I was blown away by some of the written work they produced.
It’s worth mentioning that a significant portion of the discussions we had in Page 15 were
notably similar to the variety of topics we addressed in WFSC—especially conversations dealing
with privilege, marginalization, homelessness, and to some degree, even racism. During one of
the weeks after I first started serving with Page 15, I remember seeing this overlap when it came
time for a few writers to present their work to the group, and receive feedback on what they
wrote. There was one individual, a young girl, who took to the stage to “present” a piece she
wrote during the free writing period that day. She was shy, and quiet, and she never looked up
from her paper. But I remember thinking after she had finished that she never needed to, because
the power her words kept my attention the entire time she was presenting. On that particular day,
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I’ll never forget the moment of listening to someone lament their feelings of invisibility. I
listened to her ask why no one ever seemed to stop and listen. I listened to her ask whether her
age made what she had to say—to share—less important. And, I listened to her ask how long it
would take until someone could finally hear her—not just the words she spoke or the things she
said, but the heart behind them.
From that moment, I continually saw my learning in motion, crossing the service-learning
bridge between academia and community—theory and practice. There was no longer a gap
separating between the two, which was further upheld when Calkins and LaPadura expressed to
me that during the partnership, they were actively working on their ends to facilitate an exchange
between both theory and practice. As I reflect back on specific moments in the class, I remember
noticing a deliberate selection of reading materials, external resources, and assignments. The
things we were reading, doing, and writing directly supported or prepared us for what we were
doing and experiencing in the community partnership with Page 15. One such assignment, for
example, were the weekly “check-ins” Calkins facilitated. We would have curated materials to
read and/or watch each week about a specific topic, and then were asked to respond to questions
which prompted us to take an introspective look at some of our preconceived beliefs, ideas, and
experiences. Part of the reason these assignments stick out to me so vividly is because of how
they changed my understanding on themes like privilege, intersectionality, and service in the
community. These check-ins dealing with “implicit bias” or “microaggressions” revealed to us
the ways we may be perpetuating hegemonic systems, and how to confront them while
participating in a space like Page 15. Before these check-ins, I used to be ashamed of the
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privileges I had that were afforded to me just by virtue of my own identities. But, after the
“Privileges Check-In,” I realized that I could take those privileges and opportunities and use
them as resources to build platforms for other people—people like the young writers of Page 15.
Now, I do not intend to insinuate that the students of “Writing for Social Change” were
acting as gatekeepers in the service-learning partnership. Nor am I implying that Page 15 was
ever without its own agency. Rather, I wish to express that the kind of educational preparation
we had helped guide us as we went through the process of creating individualized tools and
strategies that the writers of Page 15 could use to build a solid foundation to stand on and express
themselves. Page 15 was not simply a community partner that needed to be “saved.” Rather, in
the same way that Professor Calkins brought an expertise into preparing WFSC, Page 15 brought
an expertise regarding the needs of their young writers. Page 15 was always vocal about what
they needed and knew how they wanted their goals accomplished. In addition to preparing us for
working in the community, Page 15’s orientation set the constraints and boundaries we needed to
ensure we knew how to appropriately interact with the young writers of Page 15, and also
privilege their agency and expertise. Page 15 always had an opportunity to do what they needed
because of a reciprocal relationship of trust and respect.
Moreover, there was another major assignment Professor Calkins had us complete—the
sustainability report—which really situated our service-learning experiences with Page 15 into a
larger context. Calkins explained that the report “came out of the way real change actually
happens. A lot of research, identification, what has been done, what needs to be done, the power
dynamics, and what the community needs for actual action.” From my perspective, the goal of
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the sustainability report was to research localized service issues in the community and create a
plan of action. While the sustainability report seemed like a lot of work at times, it really served
to reinforce the theoretical preparations that were necessary to be made of aware of in writing for
social change and service-learning partnerships—like with Page 15. Because of the sustainability
report, I feel like I was able to put all of the pieces together and internalize the content of the
course in more meaningful ways. It really served to marry the theoretical preparations with
applicable practice and participation.
From the moment I saw these connections, I could not stop the discussions we had in
class from playing out in real time during my time at Page 15. After a certain point, I stopped
trying to keep track of how many “aha” moments I had where the theory and discussions we had
in class became grounded in real-life experiences at Page 15; moments when I finally understood
what it looks like to take our knowledge outside of the classroom and use it as a tool to solve real
issues in the communities around us.
NOT JUST VOLUNTEERISM
The experience of a service-learning course was unlike any service experience I had
before. “Writing for Social Change,” and my time as a writing coach for Page 15, was really
instrumental in cementing my newfound perceptions about community, service, and
sustainability. It was likely one of the most successful undertakings I completed during my time
as an undergraduate student. And I feel fortunate enough to have been provided with an
opportunity to partake in the kind of sustainable service the community partnership afforded.
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Remember, the research on service-learning claims that service-learning puts students in
direct contact with people or communities in need (Metz, McLellan, & Youniss). I argue, that
when the service-learning component is designed successfully, it can show students how actual
movements or issues fit into larger theories of social change, make these theories more
digestible, and give them a developed ability to listen to the needs of a community partner they
want to serve. It impacts their civic development and provides them with an opportunity to make
the connection between personal interests and public work, which proves to be much more
meaningful than when those components sit in isolation (Cornelius; Cushman; Dean; Fox).
Further, we’ve seen how many successful service-learning curriculum and experiences are those
which include significant writing components and further centered learning, collaboration, and
reflection (Dean; Haussamen). In service-learning, students are given first-hand experience
through active participation within a community or nonprofit, which helps them apply their
education to the real world. Students with an opportunity to transfer their knowledge and skills
across boundaries go on to participate in both conversations surrounding certain civic issues, as
well as participate in tangible ways. Together, these pieces present an experience for students to
become more meaningfully involved in the social topics and issues they care about.
The most successful service-learning programs are those which involve reciprocity and
mutuality between the university and the community. The quickest way a partnership can fall
apart is when one side is all “take” and no “give.” Many times, this trope is most frequently seen
on the side of the university (Cushman; Farahmandpour and Shodjaee-Zrudlo). It may not be
intentional, but partnerships that shift the focus away from the needs of the community cannot be
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considered sustainable. This trope also sets in motion a slew of other issues, most notably a lack
of opportunity for the student to apply their theoretical preparations in a relevant—meaningful—
way, which leads to an inevitable burn out. Students then become passive at best, and unengaged
(Haussamen). Although service-learning does not claim to be perfected, and will not influence
students in exactly the same way, a lack of reciprocal connection between academia and
community will produce little tangible effect. This is why having a partnership that is constantly
reinforced through a network of reciprocity is so impactful for everyone involved.
As I apply the above observations to my own experiences, I see a lot of similarities
between the ideal service-learning established from the research, and the service-learning
component in “Writing for Social Change.” For starters, I believe one of the reasons why the
partnership was so successful was due to the level of communication between Professor Calkins
and Emily LaPadura. During our interview, the pair told me they were in constant
communication, working together to make sure the partnership gave students opportunities to
move between theory and practice. There was a lot of discussion about the needs of the students,
on both sides of the partnership, which helped to maintain a reciprocal bridge between academia
and service in the community. I saw moments where this dialogue was occurring, especially in
the beginning of the semester when students were being prepared for Page 15 and their future
responsibilities. This deliberate planning really helped to elevate the opportunities in such a way
that ensured they benefited the students volunteering as much as they benefited the students of
Page 15. Without this mutual exchange, I can see how it might have stunted the firm foundation
and sustainable consistency that the service-learning partnership had from the beginning.
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One of the other aspects of the course that contributed to the overall success of the
partnership was the curated content Professor Calkins selected for her students in “Writing for
Social Change.” Calkins said she wanted her students to be exposed to certain topics and reading
materials, but also have the freedom to conduct more research in the topics they were interested
in. This was part of her reason for assigning the sustainability report. Indeed, the sustainability
report did in fact provide me with a way to explore the research further and tie everything
together. The active participation I completed really kept the academic material relevant,
especially when it was supplemented by my experiences at Page 15. I learned the value in active
participation. I used to think change was something that happened far off into the future, but
seeing my actions impact systems and stakeholders of Page 15 in real time demonstrated how
change can occur in everyday moments. Ultimately, these moments facilitated my growth as a
thinker, a writer, a researcher, and an activist. If Professor Calkins hadn’t been deliberate in
choosing academic materials, I could easily see how the work we might have completed in the
course remained limited to a superficial level.
Another reason I argue this service-learning partnership was successful is because of the
deliberate communication efforts that kept the partnership flexible, addressing any needs in an
organic way. Sometimes service-learning components can be designed in such a way that leaves
them too standardized or generic. When this happens, the research tells us that important context
is taken out of the equation, which leads to an ignorance of the community’s needs (Mathieu).
Certain issues, needs, programs, and communities are always shifting and changing, and those
who wish to be a part of the solution must learn to be flexible. Individuals must be ready to face
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an inconsistent environment that is frequently driven by social inequities and issues which are
just as inconsistent. Situating this in my own experience, there were various moments throughout
the semester where we all had to adapt to different schedules, changes, and new
implementations. Having this flexibility to be resilient during those circumstances is partly why
we were able to keep our work with Page 15 uninterrupted.
Shifting gears, I believe part of the reason I am still able to recall all the material I
learned in “Writing for Social Change” is due to the very clear transfer between the university
and the community partner. Much of the research of service-learning advocates for the bridge
between academia and service in the community—as it relates to service-learning (Dean;
Dubinsky; Haussamen). The two are not meant to sit in isolation from the other, but intermingle
and coalesce (Cushman). The education I received in WFSC became more impactful because of
the experiences I had in the environment of Page 15. In the classroom we spoke about the issues
of race, privilege, and visibility. We theorized about the systems that create these inequalities,
and the beliefs which perpetuate them. We discussed why it was important for us to be aware of
these deficiencies, and explored ways we could make an impact on them. And then, because of
the partnership, which served as a connecting bridge between theory and practice, we did those
things in a tangible way. We followed Page 15’s lead when doing things that gave the young
writers a platform to speak their minds, and a safe space to be heard. Our classroom preparation
gave us the knowledge and tools we needed to respond to what we experienced in Page 15. In
turn, we brought with us tools that helped provide the students of Page 15 with ways to develop,
to write, and to speak up. We did not go into the situation with the mindset that we were there to
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save the day or be the experts for the community. Rather, we acknowledged their expertise,
reinforcing that they knew their feelings, their opinions, and their ideas best—that they were
valid, and deserved to be written and listened to. We gave them the resources to do what they
needed, helping them to develop an already powerful agency that drove them forward. And then
we came back to the classroom to write proposals, reports, and work that uplifted the community
and contributed to their case for visibility. This reciprocation, which felt so effortless, took the
curriculum far deeper than it ever would have gone without it. If we had not had that intentional
orientation or an importance placed on reciprocity, how easy it would have been to take those
preparational discussions in the classroom at a face value, and not consider the larger
ramifications they had for the community.
The impact the service-learning partnership had on the community of Page 15 was just as
apparent as the results in the classroom. Many of the students from Page 15 found friends in the
writing coaches. If a coach happened to be absent or had to miss a day, the young writers would
ask why the coach wasn’t there (LaPadura). They were actively looking for their writing
coaches, the ones they had made genuine connections with. LaPadura told me the students of
Page 15 were coming because they felt visible in the environment that the service-partnership
provided them with. Page 15 is a totally voluntary program. Students show up because they want
to—not because they have to. During our interview, LaPadura expressed she saw “students
coming to [the program], eager to show their work and share what they had written outside of
[Page 15]” because they felt seen. They felt heard. They felt validated. And, having that kind of
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consistency—that sustainability—really made an impact on the community of Parramore’s
underrepresented youth.
As I continue to debrief the service-learning experience, I believe one of the biggest
contributors to the partnership’s success, was the deliberate focus on the needs of the student, at
both the university and the community level. Sure, part of it was how easily things lined up; the
philosophies were fairly consistent with each other to begin with, and they defined clear goals
and desired outcomes from the moment the partnership was formed. But, this focus was curated
in a way that demonstrated a conscious awareness of their students’ needs and perspectives. On
the contrary, when service-learning is ineffective or negligible, it’s because of an all take and no
give relationship, or the focus is put in the wrong places. Many unsuccessful partnerships put the
focus on how the service-learning component develops the theoretical education and what it
provides for the student, leaving no focus on the community—or vice versa, putting so much
focus on the community that the work has little to do with the educational experience the student
has in the classroom. There is a very clear balancing act, and the service-learning component in
“Writing for Social Change” felt like it was deliberately designed in order to achieve that
balancing act. From the very beginning of WFSC, and the moment the work with Page 15
started, I felt like I was a priority—just as much as the kids of Page 15 were a priority. The focus
felt divided in a sustainable way, which addressed both the needs of the university and its
students, and the needs of Page 15 and the Parramore community. And, it was executed via a
reciprocal exchange, having both parties bring their agency, knowledge, and expertise to the
table to collaborate in a way that created a real impact in the lives of the students of Page 15.
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As I completed the last reflection journal during that semester, everything clicked into
place. I had learned so much about service-learning and the ways we write for social change. The
experiences I had in the course shaped how I saw service, and the things I could do to contribute
as a scholar, a writer, and an individual. It lit a fire that change me for the better. I gained new
perspectives on topics I had never stopped to consider, and changed in the way I saw my
positions in the field of service and social change. My service-learning experience refined my
understanding of service and civic engagement in a way that showed me how I could be
intentional in developing my own civic identity. It gave me the opportunity to apply my
knowledge and skills in sustainable ways, which made the academic content tangible and the
experiential education more impactful by the end of the course. Having all of these pieces
working together really demonstrated just how different this service-learning component was
from simply volunteering. It was a meeting of two forces who were passionate about the same
issues—the same goals—hoping to achieve the same interests, and to make a tangible impact in
the lives of those who were a part of it.
In the final chapter, I’ll reexamine what I’ve learned about service-learning, why it was
important to uncover, and the things we all must keep in mind and do in order to keep our
practices sustainable moving forward.
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CHAPTER 4 – SUSTAIN THE FLAME
CIRCLING BACK
As a whole, most of us want to participate in sustainability efforts for the benefit of our
communities, in the hopes of being classified as a productive member of society. While these
objectives can be noble and well-intentioned, they can also often be self-serving. An individual’s
interests or community sometimes depends entirely on subjective factors, which can ignore
communities or demographics that are different from their own. One way we can counteract this
bias is by engaging in sustainable activism and various service opportunities. We might enter
into these practices in a variety of ways, but they are almost always driven by a drive to lessen
the gap which separates different communities, societies, and people. One such way I have done
this is through my educational experience with service-learning.
As we’ve seen in the research among scholars like Caryn M. Musil, college students, and
students in general, are a common demographic with demonstrated interests in joining larger
civic conversations and service opportunities. As a part of their larger civic engagement
education, participating in service-learning can be a way to “turn adolescents into active and
engaged citizens who are capable of assessing and solving public problems” (Metz, McLellan, &
Youniss 189). These courses allow students to interpret the world and think critically about their
political, socioeconomical identities, positionalities, and communities. The learning that takes
place within these courses ushers in a conversation of social and political change. Although
service-learning has demonstrated success in existing research, the literature has also revealed to
us that this practice is not without limitations (Cushman; Farahmandpour and Shodjaee-Zrudlo;
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Haussamen; Mathieu; Musil). In some cases, students often lack opportunities to put their
learning into (meaningful) effect. The avid discussions in the classroom where students began to
“tackle assumptions, dismantle ideas of privilege, [and] even critique capitalism...end up at the
bottom of backpacks, forgotten like last week’s homework” ( Fox 15). It is not enough to merely
discuss relevant topics and social issues, nor is it effective to treat the entrance into servicelearning as a finite engagement. Service-learning is meant to encompass much more than an
academic component or generic volunteer position.
Rather, the research advocates that the most sustainable programs are the ones that build
a bridge between universities and communities (Cushman; Cornelius; Dean; Dubinsky;
Haussaman; Metz, McLellan, and Youniss; Etc.). Further, those bridges are meant to be crossed
consistently throughout a program’s designated run time—and beyond. The act of servicelearning is a partnership. It does not revolve solely around the academic needs of the student, nor
does it fixate completely on the community. Instead, when done properly, service-learning is a
give-and-take relationship that nurtures a mutual growth for all those involved. In order to take
full advantage of service-learning’s potential, it is imperative we have methods of comparative
analysis or means in place to keep our service-learning endeavors in line with the existing
research. We must find a way to hold ourselves objectively accountable. My research is not
meant to advocate for an objective standardization of service-learning practices. On the contrary,
I know service-learning will differ across divisions, universities, and departments, and believe
this speaks to the disposition service-learning has to situate itself in contextual circumstances.
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But, there must be a balance between concrete frameworks and contextual situations, to make
sure our service-learning practices are mutually sustainable and beneficial to all those involved
One such way for us to remain accountable is by taking inventory of current servicelearning practices and conducting critical analyses of their current state. My secondary research
has demonstrated what differentiates successful service-learning curriculums from unsuccessful
and ineffective ones in the existing literature. We can compare our localized service-learning
pedagogies against the “archetypal” example from existing research, verifying what lines up and
where things fall short. Drawing on Bazerman’s approach to different levels of “speech
hierarchies,” this project has offered an example of how we might take inventory of our own
“service-learning hierarchies,” and what our different “acts” have to offer to meaningful civic
engagement and service-learning. I used specific service-learning language, criteria, intended
effects, and localized examples of service learning at UCF’s Department of Writing and Rhetoric
(DWR), alongside my own personal student experiences with service-learning curriculum as a
case study. This case study compared whether DWR’s service-learning talk matched their
service-learning walk, and to what extent the desired outcomes came to fruition in the student
experience.
DEBRIEFING PREVIOUS CHAPTERS
Chapter 2 – Strike the Match:
In this chapter, I analyzed the specific language, academic resources, and written
materials used to structure and organize service-learning curriculum in order to demonstrate a
clear progression for how to compare localized pedagogies with the existing research. When we
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keep the common components and service-learning tenets in mind, we can investigate our
service-learning practices at the beginning of their conception. Codifying our practices based on
the language and criteria of the “archetypal” service-learning example allows us to take objective
stock of the specific language and criteria being used to describe our own service-learning
programs, goals, and outcomes. This comparative approach helps reveal whether our servicelearning examples mirror the specifics of the existing research, and how our current systems are
put in place to designate official service-learning curriculum. We ought to continue to track
service-learning as it trickles down into the classroom, examining the way classroom materials
and resources frame the service-learning component of that specific course or class section. We
ask how the educational preparation matches the designated criteria required of service-learning,
and whether it’s revealed in the various assignments, discussions, and reflections of the class.
Ultimately, we’re concerned with identifying whether our service-learning programs are staged
to be successful in the ways the research advocates they should be.
Concerning the service-learning practices at UCF, the comparative analysis I completed
demonstrates a deliberate adherence to specific service-learning language and criteria—a
deliberate adherence to the common tenets of ideal service-learning. Framing statements and
OEL course criteria defining what service-learning is, and is not, are present throughout UCF’s
informational pages regarding service-learning practices, before the curriculum reaches the
classroom. Coupled with UCF’s High Impact Practices (HIP) Course Designations Review
Committee, these gatekeeping systems help safeguard proposed service-learning curriculum will
continue to meet the ideal criteria to be officially designated, and offered, as a service-learning
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course. Because of this, faculty appear to work consistently towards developing assignments,
curriculum, and objectives that meet the guidelines for a sustainable experiential learning
opportunity. This pattern of commitment continues down into the Department of Writing and
Rhetoric. Analyzing the data after speaking with various faculty members, and codifying the
specific language of syllabi, course descriptions, and learning outcomes, reveals extensive
planning during the S-L designation process and DWR curriculum development. The efficacy of
DWR’s efforts lies partly in their pledge to take the necessary time to do their due diligence.
These efforts allow them to engage in service-learning from an understanding that respects the
importance of sustainable practices. These practices, in turn, lead their students through active
channels to apply their education to real world problems and community issues in meaningful
ways.
Chapter 3 – Light the Fire:
This chapter revealed partly why a viable partnership between universities and
community partners is crucial to the overall success of service-learning. Many accounts centered
around evaluating the efficacy of service-learning are situated in realms of academia. These
articles discuss pedagogy from a logistical standpoint, which is a useful lens when evaluating
service-learning curricula, but without a community or student perspective to act as a
counterbalance, it is difficult to holistically judge what parts of a service-learning course are
worth maintaining, and what things could be improved upon for future course offerings. When a
partnership produces little effect for those involved, part of it is because the partnership’s
priorities lie in the wrong places. Service-learning programs that demonstrate negligible effects
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will often ignore communities overall and produce students who don’t understand the
community’s larger needs, or even why they’re participating. When forming partnerships,
effective service-learning programs result out of a dialogue between both the university and the
community. Including both parties in the conversation produces a partnership that tends to the
needs of those it is meant to serve, facilitating the larger impacts of service-learning experiences.
This reciprocal exchange is a large part of what makes service-learning so impactful. When the
interactions between a university and their communities are driven by sustainability and
mutuality, students have the opportunity to incite real change. Students get to learn what it means
to be a larger part of a community, and how they can enter into the conversation of civic
engagement in meaningful ways.
By including my own experiences as a case study, I hoped to offer insight into what
extent the intended goals, outcomes, and desires DWR had for its students came to fruition.
Speaking from my own experience, I can confirm the service-learning component of “Writing
for Social Change” shaped how I viewed my position as a student, an advocate, a volunteer, and
an individual in the civic sphere. From my own personal examples, service-learning absolutely
changed how I saw the topics of privilege and inequity. It also revealed how certain sociocultural
factors impact economic issues in ways that are far more complex than society wants to make
them. In WFSC, I learned to enter into civic conversations about communities, and discuss issues
that may not have impacted me personally, but nevertheless revealed the stake I had to
acknowledge and address them. It gave me a chance to look more critically at myself and
reevaluate what responsibilities and duties I had with our community partner, Page 15.
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Participating in the service-learning partnership taught me how to work sustainably and
appropriately with underprivileged populations, applying my education, knowledge, and skills to
make a real impact on certain systems of inequities. It taught me how to recognize the agency of
those populations, and how I could contribute to the tools and resources they needed to do the
work on their own terms. The way the service-learning component was structured provided me
with an opportunity to see the issues we discussed in the classroom play out in real time, which
made the theory more tangible than it may have been otherwise.
The foundational history I learned from speaking to those involved with the development
of WFSC’s service-learning component once again revealed deliberate decisions and a
committed effort to plan a reciprocal partnership. Both WFSC and Page 15 wanted a partnership
that would address the needs of their students. These efforts during the planning process really
ensured that any potential pitfalls and/or deficiencies that service-learning participants can fall
into were minimized and prevented. The striking similarities between the missions, goals, and
desires of Page 15 and WFSC elevated the service-learning component to a place of
sustainability, because there was a collaborative effort towards a common goal. Further, bringing
in a “student-oriented” perspective meant that students participating had a tangible stake where
they might not have had one otherwise. It compelled the students of WFSC to treat the
partnership, and their responsibilities to Page 15, with committed importance. It prompted the
young writers of Page 15 to amplify their voice through their written craft. Based on my analysis
of the empirical evidence I collected and evaluated throughout this thesis, I conclude all of the
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underlying factors at play within DWR’s service-learning program combine to supplement
student involvement, sparking a passion for active participation that drive service work forward.
SO WHAT?
As I discussed in the beginning of this thesis, service-learning is often tied to the larger
civic engagement movement. In fact, many colleges and universities have started to push for the
scholarship of engagement. There are some who may challenge the need for a critical
examination of service-learning’s efficacy. But, there is growing concern in the academy that
this academic movement has stalled or continued to remain shallow. Put succinctly by John
Saltmarsh and Edward Zlotkowski, “the fact that so many schools claim to offer service-learning
courses says nothing about the quality of the civic learning experience or the value of such
courses to the community” (2). While my personal experiences with service-learning may have
proven successful, occasionally service-learning does not work well for a student. Further, there
are those who may not see how the quality of service-learning impacts our everyday world. And
part of how we can address this issue lies in the larger ramifications of service-learning
education outside of the classroom. Because of service-learning’s ties with civic engagement, it
serves as one of the ways in which we can understand our larger civic role in a larger
community. It provides an outlet where we can learn to use our voice in sustainable ways.
Service-learning is more than just a kind of curriculum at a secondary institution or university. It
is more than just mere community service or volunteerism. And it is more than just giving up
time to a cause. As a pedagogy, service-learning teaches, but it’s educational ramifications are
not confined to the walls of a classroom. It teaches us how to be in the world, to be a member of
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the community, and to use our positions and abilities to support the community forward. It gives
us real world experience to draw from when we step into the conversations regarding social
change and civic engagement. From my own personal examples, service-learning absolutely
changed how I saw the topics of privilege and inequity, and, it revealed how sociocultural and
economic issues are so much more multifaceted than the world wants to make them. In the
classroom, I learned to enter into conversations about communities or issues that may not impact
me personally, but nevertheless still have a personal stake to acknowledge and discuss.
Having measures in place to keep us accountable to the research gives us a strong
foundation to stand on in our own service-learning pedagogies and practices. To better visualize
its importance, let us examine the scenario in terms of building a fire to keep warm on a cold
night. I could gather all of the materials needed to build a fire. This does not mean I can claim I
built a fire. I could set up the firewood, ready the kindling, and hold a match. This again does not
mean I can claim I built a fire. Until I light the match and actually spark the flame, I cannot
claim to have built a fire. The measures I took were a precursor, but without the flame, there is
no warmth—there is no fire. And further, during this process, I cannot light the flame with
reckless abandon. There are safety measures I must take, and guidelines to follow, when building
this fire. I must take care not to burn myself while starting the flame, nor can I just abandon the
flame once it has been lit. If I want to prevent the fire from dying out, I have to tend to it,
especially if no one else present knows how to sustain the flame. Speaking to the same
parameters, a service-learning course that has not gone through the designation process may not
be as effective or successful as a course that has gone through gatekeeping systems to ensure the
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quality of service-learning curriculum. Further, I cannot simply enroll in a service-learning
course and call myself educated without an effort on my part to be actively participating in the
service-learning partnership. On the other hand, I cannot say I had a service-learning experience
if my time and efforts spent completing service work did not relate back to a larger educational
component. And, I must recognize that service-learning is meant to be jumping off point for me
to enter into the larger themes of civic engagement. If I want that momentum to be sustained, I
cannot realistically disregard the duties I have to a larger community once the semester is over
and the service-learning course has ended for me. Service is not a finite engagement.
As an extended response to those who may see comparative accountability unnecessary,
it is important to acknowledge that service-learning is not something that can be required. This
piece further complicates service-learning, because it means we need to be offering meaningful
experiences in the limited spaces they exist. Students have to want to be involved in the
community, and in the larger civic conversations of the world around them. They must have
sustainable ways to get involved, and avenues they can take to be actively engaged.
Unfortunately, these avenues may not always be accessible for people, even those who want to
be a part of them. Due to limiting factors or external circumstances, they cannot be directly
present at the service-learning site—which was an issue for a fellow peer in the section of
“Writing for Social Change” I enrolled in. Further, I’ve learned from speaking with faculty
members that previous iterations of service-learning which were a part of a required course for
all DWR students did not work. The reality is that we cannot force involvement, if we want it to
produce positive consequences. The larger ramifications of service-learning and social change
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are too significant to settle for passive activism. Which is why there is such a need to be sure that
in the spaces where we actually can offer service-learning programs and pedagogy, we make our
practices count. While this sounds readily achievable, it stands in contention with a larger
problem we face in our society.
Frequently, our assumptions of social change and civic action are based in a self-centered
approach. Individuals ask not what the actual needs of the community are, but what they can do
to contribute in a way that is easy, effortless, or from a removed position. This kind of passive
engagement is often seen as micro activism or “slacktivism.”2 In Henrik S. Christensen’s article
“Political activities on the Internet:…”, he reveals that the origin of the term slacktivism is
debated, but most credit Fred Clark for using the term in 1995. It was first used to “shorten
slacker activism, which refer[ed] to bottom-up activities by young people to affect society on a
small personal scale” (par. 17). Now, as scholars Nolan Cabrera, Cheryl Matias, and Roberto
Montoya reveal in “Activism or Slacktivism?...”, the term has since become “equated with
politically ineffective actions” (403). In that time, slacktivism has moved through several
different iterations within the scholarship, but we can look to Christensen for a concise
definition. “[S]lacktivism refer[s] to political activities that have no impact on real-life political
outcomes, but only serve to increase the feel—good factor of the participants” (par. 3).
Generally, these activities are those that have little risk associated with them and come with
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For the purpose of this thesis, the following topics related to slacktivism will only be briefly summarized. For those
interested in a more comprehensive breakdown, the individual work of the scholars that follow offer a more detailed
exploration into this concept.
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almost no cost. These activities are easy to execute and effectively leave participants instantly
gratified from their passive participation.
Circling back to Ellen Cushman, we know from her work that a common theme we find
in the field of social change—especially with civic engagement curriculum, student activism, or
service-learning—is the lack of direct connection between academia and service—between
theory and practice. Being political in the classroom is not enough of a substitute for servicelearning. And, there is growing concern that passive engagement—or slacktivism—is not
realistically enough of a substitute for actual civic participation. Scholars argue that “these
activities are pointless in that they are unable to achieve political goals and can derail political
participants away from the more effective forms of participations” (Christensen par. 3). And
further, “slacktivism takes the time and energy of more meaningful engagement” (Cabrera,
Matias, & Montoya, 403).
The above effects of slacktivism “call attention to the fact that not all political activities
are created equal” (Christensen par. 4). And, admittedly, scholars continue to disagree about
whether slacktivism is appropriate, because the line between activism and slacktivism is not
clear. Some scholars, like Rotman et al. define slacktivism as “a low-risk, low-cost activity via
the internet, whose purpose it is to raise awareness, produce change, or grant satisfaction to the
person engaged in the activity” (2011). This definition acknowledges that in some cases, the
intentions behind participants’ slacktivism come from a well-intentioned place. Individuals can
sometimes “engage in activism, other times slacktivism, and sometimes participating in
slacktivism is a precursor to involvement in more meaningful social protest (Cabrera, Matias, &
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Montoya, 403). It may be, that in an ideal world, slacktivism does serve as the means to a more
active and sustainable end. But, often times, these activities allow participants to remain in a
position that is distant and removed, which perpetuate a lack of accountability for how their
actions impact the community.
When individuals opt to participate in passive ways, or prioritize their own selfgratification, they overlook the real needs of a community—even if the community is very vocal
about what it needs. A small country may be devasted by a series of tropical storms, and many
people around the world want to offer aid and assistance. They will raise money or donate
supplies. They will share news story and offer their sympathies. They will “join” the country in
solidarity. And then, they will move on, while the country deals with the broken pieces of their
livelihoods. The supplies were appreciated, and the “thoughts and prayers” were a nice
sentiment. But, they will not provide the country with the new infrastructure they need to rebuild
their communities. When all is said and done, very few will have actually made the effort to
show up for the country in the tangible ways they need most. And, sometimes by no fault of their
own, they won’t know to do any better, because when we allow individuals to treat their civic
engagement as something that is isolated or finite, they learn to ignore the larger ramifications
and consequences of social problems and cultural issues. And it frames activism as a “feel good”
sentiment to capitalize off of. Consequently, their actions amount to very little, and are
ineffective in actually addressing the inequities and systems in tangible ways.
This is partly why service-learning is such a powerful tool when it is held accountable.
When service-learning draws on the foundational tenets of meaningful civic engagement and
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civic activism, it can effectively stop the perpetual cycle of slacktivism. It can mitigate the
problems that come with not grounding the nebulous discourse surrounding engagement,
activism, and change in concrete examples. It teaches individuals what it means to enter in, and
contribute, to the community meaningfully. It teaches people that social issues and worldly
problems are not overcome by isolated sympathies or thoughts and prayers. Rather, real change
happens through their sustained commitment to the success of the communities around them. It
shows them the stake they have in conversations which they may not have thought were
previously applicable to them. And it confirms why direct participation matters, and how those
active contributions make a tangible difference. Service-learning challenges the idea that change
is limited to a large-scale movement far off into the future. That instead, sometimes the most
meaningful change comes from the collective work we do in the “here and now.”
CALL TO SERVE
When I reflect back on my own experiences, perhaps the two biggest takeaways I have
from my service-learning experience is that change comes in many forms, but we must take heed
to bring the specific change communities need. And, that our choice to serve is not finite, but part
of a larger promise to be committed to sustainable action in our communities.
The relationship between the academy and the community is a complicated one, which
must be situated in reciprocity. If we revisit Cushman, we see that “the very same position as
scholar which distances us from the community also invests us with resources we can make
available to others. And we need those luxuries in order to be stable enough to give our time,
knowledge, and resources” (19). Reciprocity helps us to keep our priorities in the right places.
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Because, “if we ignore the give-and-take established in activist research and instead…we adopt a
fashionable theory of emancipatory pedagogy and activism without considering the structural
constraints imposed by reciprocity, we capitalize on other’s daily living without giving any
benefit in return” (20). In activism and service work, we must all remember that we are not there
to “save the day.” We are not there to be cultural crusaders, storming the barricades of social
issues. It’s easy to get caught up in the slippery discourse of “doing good.” But, it is crucial we
ensure that our “doing good” is also good for our communities. We want to be empowering our
communities. And, according to Cushman, to empower means “a) to enable someone to achieve
a goal by providing resources for them; b) to facilitate actions—particularly those associated
with language and literacy; c) to lend our power or status to forward people’s achievement” (14).
We are there to listen to what the community needs and use that to negotiate our civic role in a
way that address their needs. A community knows their needs best, and often just need tools and
resources to help meet them. We stand to learn a great deal when we remember to acknowledge
their agency and respect their expertise. These goals require us to acknowledge that
empowerment requires active engagement, and that that engagement is something this is
ongoing. It requires us to put forth efforts with longevity in mind. Only then, may we take those
service experiences and use “activism” to further fuel our research and teaching in ethical ways.
Service-learning, then, is one such way we can facilitate active engagement and ethical
research. Time and time again, service-learning has demonstrated that it has the capacity to make
a tangible difference in the lives of those that experience it. In order to harness the power of
service-learning to the fullest extent however, we must adhere to the guidelines and tenets the
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research advocates for. We can make the most of service-learning’s potential when we keep
ourselves accountable to the kinds of practices that demonstrate successes. Which is why a
comparative analysis that takes stock of current service-learning practices can be so useful.
Using an approach similar to the one I conducted helps to determine where we are actively
“walking the service-learning walk” and where we are passively “talking the service-learning
talk.” If we truly want to make an impact on the systems that perpetuate societal issues, we have
to start with a foundation that is solid, firm, and well established.
If you are a part of a program that facilitates service-learning, continue to push for
curriculum that respects the research. Use the existing literature to learn from the mistakes of
others who fell short in their approach. Take those fundamental tenets and use them to build a
program that honors the core of what service-learning is. If you are a teacher or faculty member,
remember that we, as students, will look to you. You are uniquely positioned to act as the agent
of social change which engages and inspires us. In a university setting, you will often be a
resource for students to come to when taking their first steps into the discourse of service
activism, civic engagement, and social change. If you are a student, recognize the potential
service-learning has to make a real difference in the communities around you. From an academic
standpoint, you will develop skills and knowledge which you must join with material action. If
you wish to step into the realm of activism and social change and you’re presented with a
service-learning opportunity, take it. And, if you’re living in the world, and you no longer have
the opportunity to participate in a service-learning program, seek out other alternatives. The
flame does not have to burn out simply because you are no longer situated in academics. Find
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other ways to serve. Remember, first and foremost, that your job is not to save the day, but to
show up for the community—to honor their agency. Use your voice and your positionality as a
platform for their needs. Give them the time, the effort, the resources—the fuel they need to keep
the flame burning brightly, strongly. And above all, always remember to serve sustainably.
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APPENDIX A
TEMPLATE FOR CODED RESEARCH/PRIMARY RESOURCES
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CODING FOR:
KEY:
Taken From:
•

BLENDED CURRICULUM (To Adapt to Different Circumstances/Situations)
•
•
DIRECT APPLICATION (To Participate Actively in Communities)
•
•
CRITICAL REFLECTION (To Internalize Student Education/Experiences)
•
•
MUTUAL CONNECTIONS (To Collaborate Between Academia and Community)
•
•
PURPOSEFUL (Designed To Address a Deliberate Need/Issue/Problem/Goal)
•
•
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APPENDIX B
CODING OF ILLOCUTIONARY “SERVICE” ACTS
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Table 1
CODING FOR: UCF Service-Learning Resources / Service-Learning Course Criteria
KEY:
Taken From:
•
•

(SLCC – OEL) = Service-Learning Curriculum Criteria – Office of Experiential Learning
(SLR – OEL)= Service-Learning Resources – Office of Experiential Learning

BLENDED CURRICULUM (To Adapt to Different Circumstances/Situations)
•
•
•
•

meets one or more course objectives (SLCC – OEL)
furthers the learning objectives of the academic course (SLR – OEL)
a teaching and learning strategy - integrating meaningful community service with
instruction and reflection (SLR – OEL)
blends hands-on community involvement with course materials such as lectures,
readings, discussions, and reflection activities (SLR – OEL)

DIRECT APPLICATION (To Participate Actively in Communities)
•
•
•
•

involves at least 15 hours of student service to the community agency (SLCC – OEL)
method that uses community involvement to apply theories or skills being taught in a
course (SLR – OEL)
A priority is placed on involving a broad cross-section of students working in a diverse
setting and with a diverse population within the community (SLR – OEL)
students apply theories or skills taught in traditional classrooms to real-world
environments (SLR – OEL)

CRITICAL REFLECTION (To Internalize Student Education/Experiences)
•
•
•

involves structured student reflection (SLCC – OEL)
requires students to reflect on their activity in order to gain an appreciation for the
relationship between civics and academics (SLR – OEL)
Intentional, systematic reflection of the experience must take place in order to
thoughtfully connect the service-learning experience with the assigned curriculum (SLR –
OEL)
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MUTUAL CONNECTIONS (To Collaborate Between Academia and Community)
•
•
•
•
•

demonstrates a clear connection between the service activity and the course content
(SLCC – OEL)
involves collaboration with an appropriate agency representative (SLCC – OEL)
involves reciprocity between course and community (SLCC – OEL)
Service-learning is reciprocal and balances student learning with community needs (SLR
– OEL)
The service and learning must be worthwhile for both the student and the community
(SLR – OEL)

PURPOSEFUL (Designed To Address a Deliberate Need/Issue/Problem/Goal)
•
•

addresses a need in the community (campus, local, regional, global) (SLCC – OEL)
Service tasks need to be worthwhile and challenging in order to strengthen student’s
critical thinking while fostering civic responsibility (SLR – OEL)
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Table 2
CODING FOR DWR: Course Catalog Descriptions / Threshold Concepts / Curricular
Goals
KEY:
Taken From:
(RACE Threshold) = “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” Threshold Concepts
(RACE Curricular) = “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” Curricular Goals
(RACE Catalog) = “Rhetoric and Civic Engagement” Catalog Description
(WFSC Threshold) = “Writing for Social Change” Threshold Concepts
(WFSC Catalog) = “Writing for Social Change” Catalog Description
(x/z) = Phrases/words originally written together as complete sentences but were broken
down for the sake of coding
•
•
•
•
•

BLENDED CURRICULUM (To Adapt to Different Circumstances/Situations)
•

(1/2)study of how activist writing and other symbolic action (WFSC Catalog)

DIRECT APPLICATION (To Participate Actively in Communities)
•
•
•
•

(2/2)can be used to mobile social or policy change around contemporary controversial
issues (WFSC Catalog)
explore how rhetorical performance and writing enacts civic identities (RACE Threshold)
participate in contemporary public debates and civic engagement efforts (RACE
Threshold)
give students practice employing rhetorical strategies in a civic (engagement) project
(RACE Curricular)

CRITICAL REFLECTION (To Internalize Student Education/Experiences)
•
•

learn about the roles of writing in social change efforts for a particular community
(WFSC Catalog)
help students understand, assess, and experiment with civic engagement models and
strategies (RACE Curricular)
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MUTUAL CONNECTIONS (To Collaborate Between Academia and Community)
•
•
•

students will work with community stakeholders on writing and/or community literacy
projects (WFSC Catalog)
engage in a collaborative dialogue about the mutual benefits of such a partnership (WFSC
Threshold)
Some sections work on campus or community civic engagement efforts (RACE Catalog)

PURPOSEFUL (Designed To Address a Deliberate Need/Issue/Problem/Goal)
•
•
•

raise awareness of problems and/or address the problems in potentially sustainable ways
(WFSC Catalog)
the role of universities is to provide access to resources, knowledge, and bodies that the
organization might need in order to achieve their goals (WFSC Threshold)
argument and rhetorical deliberation can serve as a means of arriving at and
implementing beneficial civic action (RACE Threshold)
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Table 3
3

CODING FOR RACE: Course Syllabus / Learning Outcomes & Goals / Course

Assignments
KEY:
Taken From:
•
•
•
•

(RACE Desc.) = Rhetoric and Civic Engagement Syllabus Course Description
(RACE Objectives) = Rhetoric and Civic Engagement Syllabus Course Objectives
(RACE Rhet. Essay)= Rhetoric and Civic Engagement Rhetorical Analysis Essay
Description
(RACE Rhet. Goals)= Rhetoric and Civic Engagement Goals and Criteria for Evaluation
(x/z) = Phrases/words originally written together as complete sentences but were broken
down for the sake of coding

BLENDED CURRICULUM (To Adapt to Different Circumstances/Situations)
•
•
•
•

part of this endeavor, we will read from a variety of rhetorical traditions (RACE Desc.)
(1/3)write a lot as we interrogate models of rhetorical citizenship emerging from these
frameworks, develop definitions of rhetorical civic engagement, (RACE Desc.)
focuses particularly on two critical academic capacities: analyzing and contextualizing
(RACE Desc.)
compellingly present your findings in various modes (RACE Desc.)

DIRECT APPLICATION (To Participate Actively in Communities)
•
•
•
•

develop an effective engagement campaign (RACE Objectives)
synthesize and adapt various notions and models into your own working definition of
rhetorical citizenship (RACE Objectives)
rigorously examine the rhetoric surrounding you (RACE Desc.)
(2/3)make temporary changes in how we engage (RACE Desc.)

3

The content of this class, especially the Rhetorical Analysis Essay, spoke less to service-learning criteria and more
to the development of civically engaged citizenship and rhetorical situations.
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CRITICAL REFLECTION (To Internalize Student Education/Experiences)
•
•
•
•

(3/3)reflect on past, present, and future civic activities (RACE Desc.)
(1/2)heighten self-awareness of your civic life, its sponsors (RACE Objectives)
sharpen analytical and reflective writing skills (RACE Objectives)
thoughtfully contextualize your research (RACE Desc.)

MUTUAL CONNECTIONS (To Collaborate Between Academia and Community)
•
•
•
•

relationship between rhetoric and the project of producing persuasive and ethical citizens
who are active in civic life (RACE Desc)
(2/2)its relationships to larger models of citizenship and civic or community engagement
(RACE Objectives)
widen the scope of your analysis by comparing your chosen civic artifact to another piece
that makes appeals connected to the topic of civic engagement (RACE Rhet. Essay)
8. Expand, challenge, and transform the audience’s understanding of the pieces (RACE
Rhet. Goals)

PURPOSEFUL (Designed To Address a Deliberate Need/Issue/Problem/Goal)
•
•

designed to enhance the civic lives and promote the sustained engagement of your chosen
community partner (RACE Objectives)
want to link the rhetorical choices or strategies within the pieces to distinct ideologies or
commonplaces you identify that make the persuasive argument float (RACE Rhet. Essay)
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Table 4
CODING FOR WFSC: Course Syllabus / Learning Outcomes & Goals / Course
Assignments
KEY:
Taken From:
•
•
•
•

(WFSC Intro.) = Writing for Social Change Syllabus Course Introduction
(WFSC Policy) = Writing for Social Change Syllabus Course Policy
(WFSC Outcomes) = Writing for Social Change Learning Outcomes
(WFSC Sustainability Purpose) = Writing for Social Change Sustainability Report
Assignment Purpose
(x/z) = Phrases/words originally written together as complete sentences but were broken
down for the sake of coding

BLENDED CURRICULUM (To Adapt to Different Circumstances/Situations)
•
•
•

encounter a range of assignments that will ask you to think critically and use writing as a
means to communicate important messages to a variety of audiences (WFSC Intro.)
support our course objectives (WFSC Policy)
service-learning efforts will be the core of much of the learning in the course (WFSC
Policy)

DIRECT APPLICATION (To Participate Actively in Communities)
•
•
•
•
•

hands-on experience talking about writing, thinking about writing, and actually writing
(WFSC Intro.)
increased sense of agency to be able to take on your own meaningful writing projects
outside of this course (WFSC Intro.)
engage in a “writing about, for and/or with the community” model of service-learning
(WFSC Outcomes)
students will spend a minimum of fifteen hours over the course of the semester on a
service-learning activity (WFSC Policy)
a piece of writing that can take action on the issue you’ve presented and studied
throughout the course, impacting change (e.g., spreading awareness, providing education
on an issue to an audience, offering a new viewpoint or argument, etc.) on some level.
(WFSC Sustainability Purpose)
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CRITICAL REFLECTION (To Internalize Student Education/Experiences)
•
•
•

participating in critical reflection (WFSC Intro.)
examine and reflect on positionality and intersectionality (WFSC Outcomes)
spend time reflecting on our service-learning experience through class conversations,
online discussions, and journal entries (WFSC Policy)

MUTUAL CONNECTIONS (To Collaborate Between Academia and Community)
•
•
•
•
•

approach the opportunity to take part in your service-learning project with Page 15
(WFSC Intro.)
(2/2)share the results of that research (WFSC Outcomes)
involve a connection between the campus and the world around it (WFSC Policy)
serving at Page 15 will allow students to work with real world audiences (WFSC Policy)
approach writing as a means for social change as connected to issues you wish to explore
in relation to localized communities in Florida such as Central Florida, Orlando, UCF’s
campuses, Page 15, Parramore, downtown Orlando, UCF students, etc. (WFSC
Sustainability Purpose)

PURPOSEFUL (Designed To Address a Deliberate Need/Issue/Problem/Goal)
•
•
•
•

(1/2)explore sustainability relative to issues relevant to the stakeholders served at the
service-learning site (WFSC Outcomes)
this activity will address a need in our community (WFSC Policy)
ensure that the significant time you put into your class project leads to meaningful results
(WFSC Policy)
you will use primary and secondary research to study social, economic, or environmental
sustainability in Central Florida around an issue that interests you (WFSC Sustainability
Purpose)
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